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Abstract

The natural distribution of anadromous brown trout (Sa/mo trutta L.) is Iimlted by
water temperature, dissolved oxygen, spawning conditions, habitat access, food
availability, pollutants, biological competition, predation and human exploitation.
naturally, this species is distributed in western Europe along Atlantic and Baltic
coasts fromttie White Sea in the north-east to Spain in tt1e South-West. Population
abundance is good to satisfactory in many countries. The distribution has been
reduced by physical encroact1ment in water courses, loss of habitats and pollution
as e.g. in lower parts of the North Sea area (France, Belgium, Nethedands and .
Germany). Irriproverrients of the water quality and habitat restaurations have,
however, improved the situation for sea trout in these countdes during the last
decade. In some countries wild sea trout are endangered. In for instance Finland,
all natural populations are regarded as endangered or extinct. In Ireland, rivers in
the west have shown stock collapses since 1988. The Study Group had very little
information about sea trout from Faroe Islands, Lithuania and Portugal.

Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss (Walbaum)) occur in rivers and coastal waters
throughout western Europe. However, successful spawning in rivers is uncommon
but does occur. The majority of the fish are intentionally and/or unintentionally
released from hatcheries and fish farms.

Anadromous brown trout populations are partly migratory, Le. the populations are
environmentally divided into non-migratory freshwater residents and migratory
individuals moving between freshwater and the sea. Female is tt1e prevalent sex
am6ng anadromous fish whereas males dominate numerically among the residents.
Among the Iife historY charaetsrs Iisted, sex ratio, mean smolt length and mean adult
length appear to be the most stable traits among,countries. Mean smolt age; annual
growth increment at sea arid mean age at maturity vary arrlOng localities. Recent
changes in population structure of some local populations have been highlighted.

Population abundance is influenced by rate of exploitation, environmental variation,
parasite infections and diseases, habit degradations and stocking. Experiences from
various countries are presented.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Ariadromous brown traut, commonly Called sea traut (Sa/mo' trutfa L) is an important
sport fish in rivers, fjords arid coastal areas along Atlantic arid Baltie eoasts from the
White Sea in the north-east to Spain in the south-west. Although eommon, illany
aspecis of its eeology are still not mueh studied (cf. Elliott 1994).

At present there is agrowing interest in anadromous brown trout in Eurape. This
may partly be due to the reported population collapse of sea trout in Ireland arid
prablems with populations in other. countries waters, but also beeause of inereased
interest for sea traut fishing as weil as new seientifie information about population
variation and regulation, population structure and life history strategies.

The native range of the rainbow traut (Oncorhynchus mykiss (Walbaum)) is the
eastern Paeifie Oeean and freshwater, mainly west of the Roeky Mountains, but it
has been intrödueed to all the temperate arid sub-Aretie parts of the World. It was
introdueed to western Europe towards the end of the 19th century. It was both
intentionally and unintentionally released into lakes, rivers and coastal waters, but
there are only a few reports on its distribution and ee610gy in the new environments
(cf. Jonsson et eil. 1993b) as weil as on the performance of hatehery reared fish in
naiLJre (Jonsson et al. 1993a).

. .

In this report fram the Study Group on Sea Traut under the Committee of
Anadramous and Catadromous Fishes in the International Couneil for the
Exploration of the Sea (ICES), we summarize available information on distribution,
population structure, life history and factors influeneing the dynamies of anadromous
trout inAtlantic and Baltic Europe, in light of the terms of referenee given by the
Council of ICES.

1.2 Terms of reference

The terms of reference for the Study Group were set out in the ICES C.Res
1993/2:61 as folIows:

a) Gather information cin the population status of anadromous brown traut and
ariadromous rainbow traut in different countries;

b) Summarize information on the variation in population structure (residents and
migrants) and life historY in anadromous brown traut in various areas;

c) Identify major causes of. fluctuations in population abundance in anadromous
brown trout.
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Figur 2.1 Native distribution of anadromous brown trout in Western Europe indicated
by bold line.
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2 Population Status

2.1. Intl'oCfuction

2.1.1 Geographie Distribution

Anadromous brown trout populations ocCur in western Europe trom iatitLide 42 degrees
northwards and are ,found in cOuntries, with .rivers flowing into the White Sea and
Cheshk8ya Gulf, Baltic Sea, North Sea, Eriglish CharineI, Irish Sea and Atlantic Ocean
as far south aS ttie Bay öf Biseay (Figure 2.1). Sea trout are abseni from the
Mediterranean Sea, but migrätory brown treut are found in the Black Sea and Caspian
Sea. Freshwater:resident populations of.brown trout in western Europe must have
arisen from migratory populations during the retreat of the last glaciation (c. 13,000
years ago), since most of the region had been covered with ice (Elliott 1989).

. 2.1.2 Faetors Influencing Distribution and Population Status of Brown Traut

2.1.2.1 Water Temperature

Water temperature is believeC:f to be the main factor determinhig the geographie range of
brown trout. The limits for egg development are about 0-15·C (ElHott 1981). The upper
limit for survival of older stages ranges beiWeen 25 0 C and 30 0 C, depending on
acclimation temperature (Elliott 1981, 1982).

2.1.2.2 Dissolved Oxygen

The second most important faetor is believed to be the level of dissolved oxygen. A
minimum concentration of 5.0-5.5 "';'gll can be tolerated by free-swimming brawn trout,
but should be at least 80% of saturation (Mills 1971).

2.1.2.3 Spawning coriditions

Brown trout spawn only in fresh water, more commonly in streams, but sometirries along
gravel, or stony shares in lakes. In the Northern Hemisphere, spawning normally occurs
from Oetober to December, but can extend into March (Frost & Brown 1967). Spawning
tends to begin and finish earlier in areas with eolder ambient air temperatures. The e9gs
are deposited in pockets within gravel (redds), which are excavated and then Covered
again'by the female fish. Fertilisationof the eggs by the male trout oceurs at the time of
egg deposition (Stuart 1953). Browri trout is a polymorph spades arid the various forms
may spawn together as part of one ccimmon population, or may exhibit temporal andlor
spatial spawriing segregation (Jcirisson &Jonsson 1993). Seatrout, often predominantly
female fish, commonly spawn together with freshwater-resident brown trout, often mainly
males (La Cren 1985). Egg developmental rate depends on water temperatures and,
after hatching oCcurs, they develop into an' aleviri stage with ättaehed yolk sae.
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Emergence of fry from tha gravel and commencement of exogenous feeding usually
occurs in spring.

2.1.2.4 Diet

Newly-emerged fry disperse from the redds and attemptto establish feeding territories.
During this early period, mortaJity levels are Jikely to be high (Elliott 1994). Feeding
initially is on small invertebrates, induding inseet larvae, but larger food items are taken
as the fish grow. Brown trout äre usually opportunistic, generalist feeders, but some
forms occurring in lakes may specialise in ttieir feeding behaviour (Ferguson & Mason
1981).

2.1.2.5 Habitat Access

Water falls limit the distribution of brown traut in rivers. In isolated localities, individuals
and forms of brawn trout may remain stationary throughout their Jives. If there is free
access to neighbouring locality, individuals may migrate to habitats with better feeding
and grawth opportunities in larger streams and rivers, in lakes, in estuaries, er in the
sea. (J6hannsson & Einarsson 1993) Downstream migration of silvering juvenile sea
trout (smolts), Iike Atlantic salmon, usually takes place fram March to May, although it
may take place as late as'July in the north of their geographic range, e.g. in rivers in
northernmost Norway and Finland.

2.1.2.6 Pollutiön

Numeraus forms of pollution limit brown traut populations, including the effeets of
deoxygenation and toxins from domestic, agricultural and industrial effluents. Acid
deposition, mainly fram the, burning of fossil fuels, may have serious effeets in areas
where waters are poorly buffered.

2.1.2.7 Physical Encroachment

Many physical faeters restriet the range and abundance of sea traut populations. These
include man-made obstruetions such as dams, habitat degradation due to agricultural
and forestry effeets, including alterations in water flow regimes and canalisation.

2.1.2.8 Exploitation

Sea traut populations are vulnerable to excessive exploitation because they are highly
desired for recreational and commercial use. This may take the form of coastal and
marine exploitation or exploitation in rivers as they ascerid for, spawning. They may
occur as a bycatch in fisheries targetted en ether species such as salmen er whitefish.
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Due to the ecOnomic importance of such fisheries, it may be dlfficult to effectively contral
the exploitation of sea traut. .

2.2 The Status of Anadromous Brown Trout in Different Countries

2.2.1 Belglum

Sea traut population in the River Meuse has recovered,during,th~ last decade. Fed fry
(3-6 cm in length) fram wild,spawners caught in the Netherlands have been stocked in
the river. Several teris of mign:ints are trapped in fistiways. The species is under total
proteetion arid no fishing is ällowed (J. C. Philippart pers. corrun.).

2.2.2 DEmmark

- Traut is the most common fish species in the upper reaches of many Danish rivers. It is
widely distributed on the mainland of Jutland, on the larger islands Funen and Sealand
arid on the Saltic island SornholrTl. Tlie strearns are mostly flowing through intensively
cultivated arable land and ths water velocity is generally low. Many .streams are
obstrUcted by. damS, er Iiave been physically altered bY,canalization arid dredging.
From data collected by. ttie Inland Fisheries Latiorat0rY, the number öf river systems

, supporting sea trout at different pericds Iiave been as folIows:

Periods

No. of streams

About1900 About1960

~.

249 176

1988-1992

244

The 10sS of sea trout streams betwesn 1900 and 1960 was mainly due to polh.Jilon alone,
or in combinatiori with water regulation and damming. The iricrease in sea traut streams
since then hasbeen primarily due to impraved water purification, habitat restoration,
cönstruction of fish passes and restocking.

According to cfficial statistics, tha Danistl landings of sea traut in,1992 by ttle
commercial fishery amounted to 45 tonnes. However, 27 tannes öf this total were taken
as a by mtch in the Saltic offshore salmon fishery and were probably not.of Danish
origin. Unregistered catches" including fromlimited angling,' ware beliaved to be an
order of magnitude grsater than the commercial catch.

Ttla nead for stocking was evaluated ~n the basis of habitat and population density
surveys in 696 rivers during 1988-92 and the stocking programme in 1992 included the
folioWing quantities of ttie various age and size categories of traut:
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1 709900
486700
433300
111 900
507200
217200

16000

2.2.3 Estonia

fry (fed for 3 weeks)
half year old parr (6-10 cm)
one year old parr (10-15 cm)
one year old parr (17-23 cm)
smolt, river mouth releases
smolt, coastal releases
smolt, lake releases

(42.9 % of wild origin)
(30.6 % - - )
(22.2 % - )
(12.5%- )
(41.9 % - )
( 4.6 % - )
( 0.0 % - )

In Estonia (Anon 1994a), sea traut occur in about 20 rivers or strearns discharging into
the Gulf of Finland and 14 rivers and strearns discharging into the Baltic Main Basin
Anon 1994 a). Limitations on sea traut distribution include the presence of darns at some
of the river mouths, and agricultural and industrial pollution. Regular stocking releases
are carried out in some rivers. The status of sea traut populations in Estonian rivers has
been assessed as folIows:

Status

poor
satisfactory
good

Gulf of Finland

7
3

10

Main Basin

6
3
5

Nominal landings of sea trout fram Baltic fisheries in 1993 were 15 tonnes. No
information is available on angling fisheries.

2.2.4 Faroe Islands

Sea traut occur in a few of the smalI, steep rivers of the Farae Islands (Walker pers.
comm.). No other information is available to the Study Greup.

2.2.5 Finland

The register of Finnish treut stocks contains information on 33 sea trout stocks. The
status of the populations has been described as follows in the Finnish sea treut stock
register:
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Origin Threat category
, ,

D E F G H

Threats Management

JK L MN OPO R S T

A

B

C

Tot.

10 7

11 3

12

33 10

, ..,

3

3

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

5

8 5

1 1 7 2

11 4 5

1 12 19 12

4 8

4 2

6

14 10

663

544

1 7

12 10 14

1

3

5

9

3

2

5

5

1

6

Note: Origin. (A)=original,' (B)=mixed, (C)=intraduced; , Threat categories.
(D)=endangered, (E)=vulnerable, (F)=declining (G)=rare, (H)=precarious, (I)=safe,
(J)=rio . information; Threats. (K)=pollution, (L)=land use, . (M)=construction,
(N)=exploitaition, (O)=other; Management. (P)=natural, (O)=natural and stockirig,
(R)=stocked, (S)=natural eggs, (T)=brood stock.

Many Finnish sea traut populations have been lost due to the constructiori of dams.
Present threats are primarily overexploitation, especially in the sea, and damage to
natural habitats in fresh water caused, for example, by forestry, agriculture and various
forms of pollution. The significance of the so-called M74 diseas8, or condition, is now
beirig studied (see notes on M74 in chapter 4.3.1). All of the original Finnish Baltic
populations are regardedas endangered 01' extinct. Of the total 33 sea traut
populations, 30 are in the Baltic Sea ares and 23 of them are either partly or totally
maintained by stocking. In the Barents Sea area there are three populations where no
stocking has been carried out. In Finnish rivers in 1993, 266,000 frY, 130,000 ane year
old parr and 1.15 million smolts were stocked. The total Finnish sea traut catch in the
Baltic in that year, of which angling provided a small proportion, was about 1250 tannes
(iricluding recreational netting). The catches tram the Baltic have been increasing
anl1ually. Finnish sea treut are mostly ot the short-migrating type arid so are exposed to
loeal tisheries for salmon and whitetish. In 1992, about 6 tannes of sea traut were
reported caught in the most important rivers, the Tenojoki, Tornionjoki imd Kymijoki.
Catch statistics are unavailable tram other rivers.

2.2.6 France

Sea traut probably occur widely alorig the Atlantic coastline of Francs, but little is known
about the populations in most rivers. It is believed that sea traut populations have
suffered tram habitat degradation arid dams preventing access to spawning graunds.
Brown traut occur naturally or are stocked in mäny of the rivers arid the eXtent to which
these may migrate is unknown. Tagging studies in France have demonstrated that
same stocked brawn traut migrate to the sea arid return as large tish. In the 1960's, sea
trout from the Polish Rivsr Vistula ware stocked in same rivers. Detailed scientific
investigations are being undertaken in same rivers iri narttt west France. Sea traut
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smolts tagged in the River Bresle in Normandy have been recaptured mainly locally and
a few to the north, along the coaSts of Netherlands and Denmark.

2.2.7 Germany

Se treut spawn in the River Sieg, atributary to the river Rhine, North-Wesphaly. The
abundance and true origin (residual stock or introduced threugh reared brewn treut
stocking) of these fish is unknown (G. Marmulla pers. comm.). No other information was
available to the Study Group.

2.2.8 leeland

Sea trout are found in coastal rivers throughout lceland. It is a most common and
dominant species. Limited stocking of sea treut, mainly above impassable waterfalls, is
carried out to enhance angling catches. More than 70% of the total reported Icelandic
sea treut landings are frem arigling. For most rivers catches are poorly reported. In
rivers in south-eastern Iceland, were reporting is good, eatches show great fluetuations
with a decline in recent years. Short time fluetuations in stock size are blieved to be
governed by cJimatic and oceanic conditions.

2.2.9 Ireland

Sea trout are widespread in Ireland (at least 72 rivers), the majority being in the south
west, west and north. Generally the sea treut rivers are those flowing over non
carbonifereus (addic) recks. Sea treut have traditionally been plentiful in most short
rivers running direetly into the sea and in coastal lakes. They are found particularly in
the coastal river systems of Kerry, Galway, Mayo and Donegal. Although mainly
associated with salmon, there are many lesser streams or small lake systems that do not
hold many salmon, but in which sea treut are numerous. Identified threats to Irish sea
treut populations, not in order of importance, include drainage, and gravel removal,
forestry and acidification, peat siltation due to machine turf cutting and overgrazing,
predation, marine eetoparasites (sea Iice), increased fishing pressure (illegal and legal).
Angling catches of sea treut have declined severely in western Ireland, but there has
been no consistent, comparable decline in other parts of the country. Rivers in the west
monitored by traps have shown stock collapses since 1988 (Anon 1993a): Urgent
measures are being taken to preteet and restore these stocks, including the imposition of
new fishing restrietions, an aquaculture-free coastal zone and intensive restocking using
ova derived from local breod fish.

2.2.10 Latvia

Sea treut occur in 15 larger rivers and some smaller streams in Latvia (Anon. 1994 a).
Wild populations are supported by stocking mainly in the Gauja, Salaca and Venta
Rivers. Constraints upon wild populations are similar to Estonia. The status of Latvian
sea treut populations has been assesSed as folIows:
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Status

Poor
Satisfactory
Good

Number of river stocks

2
5
8

Recent economic changes in the country have caused an increase in fishing effort in the
coastal zone and in the rivers.

2.2.11 Lithuania

No detailed information is available.

2.2.12 Netherlands

Sea trout is widely distributed throughout the Dutch river systems, along the coast and in
the Usselmeer. The sea traut catch in the rivers Rhine and Meus, in the coastal zone
'and the Usselmeer yielded ca. 2000 kg in 1993. (W.G Cazemier pers. comm.).

2.2.13 Norway

Sea traut are distributed in coastal rivers thraughout Norway where they have free
access fram the sea and there are suitable spawning substrates. Atlantic salmon are
their rnain competitor in rivers in southern Norway. In northern rivers, both salmon and
Arctic charr constrain the success of sea traut. Sea trout have been recorded in 923
rivers and streams and a status report of these rivers is given below:
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Category

County 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

0stfold 14 11 3 28

Oslo and Akershus 5 2 1 8

Buskerud 1 1 1 3

Vestfold 5 3 1 9

Telemark 3 1 4

Aust-Agder 3 2 14 7 1 27

Vest-Agder 17 10 2 1 30

Rogaland 6 2 1 22 31

Hordaland 4 6 19 12 5 46

Sogn and Fjordane 1 3 27 9 40

M0re and Romsdal 5 23 28 46 102

S0r-Tmndelag 8 56 13 77

Nord-Tmndelag 3 1 93 29 1 127

Nordland 3 32 101 131 16 283

Troms 1 36 9 14 60

Finnmark 2 12 34 48

Total 26 35 131 393 284 54 923
Note: River categories: 1. Natural population extinct. 2. Endangered population.
3. Vulnerable population. 4. Small population size from natural causes. 5. Abundant
populations. 6. Population status unknown.

In 2.8% of the rivers, former sea trout populations are now extinct. In 3.8% the
populations are threatened by extinction and in 14% the populations are c1assified as
vulnerable. Apparently, 73% of the populations are in good shape and in ca. 6% the
population status is unknown.

Perceived problems for Norwegian sea trout in rivers where the populations are
c1assified as vulnerable, endangered or extinct (categories 1-3 in the table above) are
given below. The importance of each factor is given as the percentage of the total
number of affected rivers.
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Fador

Hydro power regulation

Other physleal encroachments

ACidifieation

Agricultural sewage

Other pollution

Escapes from fish farms

Diseases·

Affected rivers (%)

28

15

21

16

7

7

4

Overexploitation 2

Total 100

Note: Encroachment means any physical alteration of the river which may restriet the
accesS for fish or decrease available habitat. .

Acidification is most harmful in the southern and western parts of the country. Eseapes
from fish farms and diseases are mOre important in the south west, whileotherfactors
are more Widespread. Sea traut are relatively märe abundant than resident traut in
rivers where growth opportunities are poor. Furthermore, the. relative size of the sea
trout part of the population seems to. be larger in northern ttian in southern rivers.
Annual reported catches are around 70 tonnes, but for various reasons this is a grass
underestimate. In the 19805, a questionnaire survey of the sport fishery indicated an
average annual catch of araund 500 tannes.

2.2.14 Poland

Sea trout exist in at least 21 Polish rivers (Am)n 1994a). Data on status is available tor
170fthem:

Status

Poor
Satisfactory
Good

Number of river stocks

10
6
1

The most important population is in the River \fiStula, the sea trout of which are large
and rapid-grawing. In 1969, the river was dammed, blocking access to the upper
reaches and the mahl spawning grounds are now in the River DrWeca (a tributary). All
Polishsea trout are believed to migratewidely througtiout the Saltic Main Sasin and are
taken in the offshore. salmon fishery. Stocking is carried out widely (5.1 million fry and
985,000 smolts in 1993).
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2.2.15 Portugal

Anadremous brewn treut are distributed to ca. 42 0 N (border area between Spain and
Portugal) (Ellitott 1994), but no information is available to the Study Greup concerning
possible presence in Portugal.

2.2.16 Russia

Sea treut occur in rivers entering the Baltic, the Barent and the White Seas. Little
information is available to the Study Greup on the status of these populations. Sea treut
are common in the rivers of the Kola Peninsula, but are believed to be uncommon in the
rivers flowing into the southern part of the White Sea. No stockings has been undertaken
and no information is available on catches. It is thought that the sea treut only migrate
downstream to the river estuaries, rather than to the sea. Sea treut have been taken as ...
a bycatch to salmon in large traps set at river mouths. There are attempts now to _
encourage angling for sea treut, especially tor tourism (Eero Niemelä pers comm.).

2.2.17 Spain

Sea treut are tound in many coastal rivers and smaller strearns frem the Basque Country
to Galicia in northern Spain, where they are exploited by angling. Overfishing, the
presence of many dams of varying size and some pollution, exacerbated by high
temperatures, are regarded as the main consträints upon the status of their populations.
Acid precipitation is believed to be a preblem in headwaters of some rivers in the north
west part of the region. Catch data and information on any trends in their abundance
are unavailable to the Study Group. Some stocking is carried out in an attempt to
enhance arigling catches (David Hay pers. camm.).

.-2.2.18 Sweden

At least 258 sea treut populations exist in Sweden. Most of them are smalI, and about
half of them produce less than 1000 smoltslyear each, see table below:
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Region Sea traut
populations N

Praduction >1000
srnoltslyear, N

Acidifiea and/ar
Iimed streams, N

Bothnian Bay, 12 7. 0
Baltic

Bothnian Saa, 38 18 17
Baltic

., ' ,

. Main Basin, 74 38 23
Baltic

WestCoast, 134 53 38
- .Nerth Sea
~

Total 258 116 78

~ .

In the northern part of the Gulf of B6thnia, ttie Bothnlan Bay, sea traut oniy occur in
rivers which also.have salmon stocks. Some small streams in this region have only
nonmigratory stocks,of brawn troUt. Almost all sea traut populations ,in this region are
now close to e>ctinetion, mainly as a result of 20 years of overexploitation. Many trout
streamS, especially in northern Sweden, tlave been cleared and used for timber rafting.
Nowädays, after truck transports have replaced rafting, efforts are underway to restore
such streams t6 suitable rearing habitats. In south and west Sweden acidification is one
of the main threats. About 31 % of all sea traut streams are acidified or have been Iimed,
see table above. Severe summer draughts in recent years have prabably considerably

. decreased smolt praduCtion in the smaller braoks in southern Sweden. Some of the
populations show adaptations to low summer water flows, such as migrating downstream
at ci leogth of <1 Ocmand an age of 1 year. The number of sea traut populations in
southern Sweden has increased in recent years due to better pollution contral and
habitat impravememt, out there is still raem for considerable improvements. To
compensate for losses of rearing habitat due to hydraeleetric power production, about .
0.6 million sea traut smolts are released annually in Swedish streams, most of them in
rivers into the Gulf of Bothnia. In recent years an unexplained mortality, similar to M74 in
salmon, haS been observed occasionally. in sea traut alevins. in hatcheries.
Investigations are in pragress to determine whether the mcirtality is related to M74 (cf.
chapter 4.3.1 ).

Sea traut are exploited in the offshore salmon fishery, on the coast and in the dvers. The
arigling catch is less than 15% of the tot,:11 sea traut catch. The total Swedistl sea traut
catcti in 1993 was about 210 tonnes (excluding non·commercial coaStal netting and
angling catches).

.1: ~
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2.2.19 UK (England and Wales)

Sea treut occur threughout England and Wales, but are more common in northern,
Welsh and south western rivers. Most eastern rivers are not well-suited for salmonid
fish, due to their low gradients and eutrophication. In some rivers there are only
freshwater-resident brown treut, possibly due t6 very favourable trophic conaitions.
There are also a number of important salmon rivers with poor catches of sea trout.
These indude the Exe, 5evern, Wye, Usk and the Dee. About 70 rivers preduce
significant sea treut catches. 5ea trout are exploited in various areas by coastal trap
and beach seine net fisheries and by driftnet (gillnet) fisheries operating in the North Sea
off the north east coast of England arid the north and south coasts of Wales. The
average net catch tor England and Wales is about 60,000 fish and the average red
catch about 30,000 (139 tonnes arid 32 tonnes, respectively). Low catches dedared in
1989 to 1992 were believed to be largely due to low river flow conditions and catches
have increased since then. Stocking is cimied out in some rivers (ca. 50,000 smolts
annuallY) to restore populations after major fish kills due to pollution. Acidification of
headwater strearns is considered to be the main problem for local sea treut populations.

.
2.2.20 UK (Scotland)

Sea trout are widespread in ScotJand, probably being present in every river and stream
accessible frem the sea. The relative preportions of resident and sea treut vary greatly
between and also within regions. In the River Tay System, for example, sea treut
predominate (ca 85%) in one major tributary, the River Earn, whereas river-resident
brewn treut are the main form (ca 99%) in another, the River Tummel. There are no
significant barriers to sea treut migration in either river and it may be that the difference
in migratory tendency is due rnainly to relative conditions for grevvth in fresh water as
growth rate is higher in the River Tummel. Among sea trout populations, there are also
large regional variations in adult size, growth rate ~md average longevity. In general,
sea trout frem the short, often biologically unproductive rivers of the western Highlands
and the Western Isles, flowing into the Atlantic, are slower-grewing and live to older
ages than those frem the longer, often more biologically preductive rivers flowing into the
North Sea.

In 1993, sea treut were exploited almost equally by commercial netting and by anglers
(the reported catch by all-methods iri 1993 was 63 tonnes). Information on the status of
stocks is mainly based on long-term catch statistics (1952-93), but these have to be
viewed with caution because of changes in effort (commercial netting activity has
dedined since the mid-1980's) and in fish catchability (annual variation in river flow
conditions). Western rivers have suffered a long-term decline in angling catches,
becoming more severe in recent years, whereas catches have been well-maintained in
most eastern rivers. A1though there are rnany local constraints on fresh water
production, there is no indication 6f a general dedine in the quantity or quality of fresh
water habitats in western river systems. On present evidence, increased mortality at sea
is believed to be the main cause of the population declines. A fall in the mean size of
adults has also been observed, caused bya reduction in both the propoition of older sea
age groups and in their mean size. This could be due to poorer growth at sea, or less
time spent teeding there. Fecundity studies have shown a consequent substantial drop
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in ei99 pröduction, even without the observed fall in population abundance. Some
stöcking has been attempted, with !ittle observed effeCt so far. More than 100,000 fry,
30,000 parrand several thousand large (1-2 kg), two year. olds,grown in cages in the
sea, have been stocked in one nörth western river during ttie past ten years. The
angling catches of sea trout continueid to dedine, although ttiere were short-term
recaPtures of the recently-stocked, larger fish.

2.3 Rainbow treut
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3 Population Structure

3.1 Freshwater residence versus anadrC?my

The European brown trout is a polymorphic spedes that has been classified in tlle
past based on morphological, physiological and ecological variation. Populations
consist of interbreeding resident and migratory individuals. Moreover, eggs of
resident fish can also produce migratory fish, and offspring of migrants may beconie
residents (Rounsefell 1958; Skrochowska 1969).

Distinct genetical differences have been found between geographically separate
populations, both within and among catchments (e.g. Cross 1985, Hansen et al.
1993, Hindar et al. 1991, Ryman & StähI1981). Observed ecological difterences
(growth rate, fecundity, aga st first maturity) between traut populations, even within
the same catchmerit, also strongly support tha existence of genotypic differences
between stocks (Ryman et al. 1979, ElJiott et al. 1992).

Recent mt DNA studies (H. Ha" personal comm.) of 13 river systems in England and
Wales has revealed clear divergenceof the populations into two distinct graups.
Variation within river systems is less than that between river systems.

Sampies, collected during thesmolt run on the Conwy River (Wales) and throughout
the adult sea trout run on the River Dee (Wales), showed no evidence of genetic
differences between fish migrating at different times during the season (Hall op. cit.).
Comparable studies from other systems are not currently available.

80th resident and migratory forms of traut ca-exist within any location. Purely
resident or purely anadromous populations are more the exception than the rule.
The data fram sympatric and allopatric populations af brawn trout are conclusive. It
is known that resident and migratory forms interbreed within locations, and there is
no evidence to suggest that they are genetically distinct. There is reason to believe
that the Iife history "decision", migration versus maturitY arid residency, is partly
determined by enviranmental and partly by genetic factors (Jonsson &Jonsson
1993).

Migratory trout usually show a skewed sex ratio with female dominance, whereas
resident traut exhibit male dominance. Migration to sea increases the feeding
opportunities and is a means of obtaining a higher repraductive potential. At the
same time however, it increases the risk of mortality. For males, the gain in
reproductive fitness by migration may be small as they exhibit alternative mating
strategies (Le. sneaking versus fighting, Gross 1984, Jonsson 1981, 1985).
Females, on the other hand, increase their fecundity significantly by their increase in
body size, and have as far as is presently known, no alternative ways of increasing
their reproductive success. This differential gain between sexes in fitness is the
most probable reason for the skewed sex ratio observed in anadramous traut (Grass
1987).
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Variations in life historypatterns have beeil observed ovar the geographical ranges.
Fish of sea ages 0+ to 3+ mayadopt ons of three options for their winter habitats:

-As mature fish spawning in tresh water
- As iri'ünature tish in fresh water
- As immature fish in salt water.

Themigratory behaviour of brown trout is partly determined by genetics and partly
by elwironment. However, the relative importance.of genetics and environment on
the migratory behaviour havenot yet been quantified. Variations in catchment
produetivity and habitat charaeteristics may determine the relative proportions of
migrants vernus residents. For example, it is. now clear from srrlOlt trapping in
western Irelandthat the progeny of resident brown trout make a significant
contribution to the sea trout smolt production; s.g. Table 3.1, but the size of the
contribution has yet to be determined (Sea Trout Working Group 1993).

Recent däüi trom west Scotland have shown an extremely low percentage (4 %) of
mature freshwater resident females in systems with anadromous populations

. (Walker 1994). However, Ellong with a collapse in rod catches, there has been an
increase in average size of the resident trout but nO change in, the sex ratio has been
deteeted so tar; althciugh this has not been discounted. Therefore, almost all the ova
production in these systems muststill be from sea trout. It is nötäs yet c1ear whether
ova production trom resident terTiales will increase in response to accelerated
growth, although this is believed likely.

L~lndioCked popuiations are tound in mariy catchments, where' upstream passage
fram the sea is impossible due to waterfalls, construction of dams etc. Such
landlocked populations are geneticallydifferent trom the migratorYpopulations
further downstream (Jonsson 1982). At the other eXtreme; some populations are
apparently based on migrato,y speciinens; as summer drought makes the streams
dry up.
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Table 3.1. Upstream counts, rod catch and smolt output for the Gowla system, west
Ireland (1994 data are provisional, trom Gargan, pers. commun.).

Year Upstream count Rod catch Smolt output
[migratory stock]

1985 1035
1986 967
1987 266
1988 210
1989 0
*1990 0
*1991 13 0 7557
*1992 1 N/F 5999
*1993 2 N/F 4087
*1994 600 N/A 4000

N/F = not tished N/A =not available * = catch & release -
3.2. Life history characteristics

3.2.1. Smolt characteristics

The mean smolt age (Table 3.2) is related to smolt length (Table 3.3) as weil as to
sex ratio and parr growth rates (0kland et al. 1993). Differential migration of smolts
has been observed in many systems, with larger (older) smolts migrating earlier in
the season than smaller (younger) smolts (Berg & Jonsson 1989). Some studies
have shown that male smolts tend to migrate at earlier ages than female smolts
(Pemberton 1976, Dieperink 1988). The sexual differentiation is probably due to the
male parr maturation, a process that has often beeri shown to inhibit later smolting
(Jonsson 1985, Dellefors & Faremo 1988).

Smolt may start growing in freshwaterthe same spring as they smoltify ("B-type
growth"; Fahy 1978). The extent of B-type growth is inversely related to the age/size
at smolting (Dieperink 1988). Compensatory B-type growth may enable relatively
young and small parr to achieve a critical size treshold, necessary for environmental
stimuli to trigger migration, and thus become smolts late during the smolt migration
period. Studies have shown that growth rate was more important than the actual size
of the parr for triggering migration. Very small smolt sizes may be seen as
adaptations to extreme conditions, such as wide variations in flow and low water
conditions during summer. The mean smolt age (MSA) seems to be more variable
among countries than is the mean smolt length (MSL).
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Table 3.2. Mean smolt age (MSA) and the range of variation in mean smolt ages
among studied populations in the respeetive countries. .

MSA MSA- References
(yrs.) range

Denmark 2.0 1.8 - 2.2 Christensen et al. 1993

EnglandlWales 2.2 1.9 - 2.8 Solomon, 1994

Finland 3.0 - 6.0 Jokikokko 1994, Niemelä &
McComas 1985

France 1.3 1.1 - 1.6 Euzenat et al. 1990

leeland 3.1 ; 2.8 - 3.4 J6hannsson & Einarsson 1993
Gudj6nsson 1993

W.lreland 2.4 2.3 - 2.5 Poole et al. 1994

Norway 3.0 1.5 - 6.0 L'Abee-Lund et al. 1989

Scotland 2.4 1.8 - 3.2 Nall,1930

Sweden 2.5 1.5 - 3.5 Karlsson 1994, Andersson 1954,
Titus 1991

All 2.4 1.1 - 6.0

Mean smolt age increases with latitude between 70 and 540 N (Jonsson & L'Abee
Lund 1993). The youngest mean smolt ages were recorded in France and the oldest
in northernmost Finland and Norway. Variations in smolt age have been related to
parr growth rates, and faster growing parr usually become smolts at an earlier age
than slower growing ones. Therefore, both habitat characteristics and environmental
conditions (Le. temperature) may be expeeted to influence the age composition of a
particular smolt run.
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3.2.2 Habitat and migrations at sea

Sea traut migrations are shorter than those of Atlantic salmon. The fish usually
remain within a relatively short distance of their native stream, generally close to the
shore or in shallow water. Most information on post smolt habitat and Iife at sea has
been gathered fram tagging experiments in Denmark, (e.g. Kristiansen &
Rasmussen 1993), Norway (Sundal 1991), Wales (see section 2.2), Scotland
(Johnstone et al. in prep.) and Franee (Euzenat et aL 1994). The listing below,
based on 1903 recoveries from 63526 Carlin-tagged sea traut smolt, shows that the
majority of the sea traut are recaptured within a radius of less than 50 km from the
release point (Table 3.4) (Kristiansen & Rasmussen 1993). However, lang distance
migrating sea treut occur, espeeially in the Baltie Sea area (Svärdson & Fagerström
1982).
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Table 3.4. The percentage distribution of recapture distances from releases of Carlin
tagged sea trout smolts in Denmark (Kristiansen &Rasmussen 1993).

Distance (km) >250: 0-50 50-100 100-150 150-200 200-250 >250

AVEmige percentage
of recaptures:

63
. "

16 8 5 3 5

In France (data presented to the StLJdy Group) reeaptures of sea trout, Carlln-tagged
on the rivers Oma and Bresle in Normandy, have shown:
- ci migration towards the North Sea, probably an inshore movement with incursions

into estuai'ies and lower river reaches.
- feeding grounds of the French sea trout is to be found in the North Sea. Traut

tagged in the River Bresle as smolt were.recaptured along the north-westem
Danish coastline as weil as in the Baltic Sea. These movements are consistent
with the dominant water currents in the English Channel and in the North Sea.

- fish may do incursions, often repE!ated, into estuaries and rivers both in summer
and in winter. ~rench smolts have been recaptured in the Rhine arid 0+ sea age .
fish. tagged in the Rhine (by Caziemer,the Netherlands)were recaptured in the
Bresle traps ane year later, both as ascending fresh-run fish arid as descending
kelts.

Evidence of homing to specific locations within a river system by individual fish is
stated by Sambrook (1983) and recent tagging experiments have shown that the
homing of mature trout is very precise (Le Cren 1985, J6harmsson & Einarsson
1993). Solcimon (1994) cites eviderice that large numbers of non-maturing fish
overWinter in "foreign" rivers and in estuaries and tidal reaches of rivers other than
thei;' own. Hciwever, it is not known whether these fish would have returned to their
natai rivers If they had been released.

Large sea trout. particularly in the North Sea, have shown wider migration ranges
and individual fish may undertake relatively large migrations, but these are more the
exception Ulan the rule.

Smolts are known to rriove with ebblng tides durlng estuarine migrations and recent
investigations have demonstrated an additional movement at sea during ebb tides
(Johnstone et al. in prep).

Immature sea trout are frequently recaptured in freshwater systems ether than their
own.

Distinct genette differenees within river systems, and even between spawnlng
tributaries uriderline the existence of aceurate homing (Hindar et 801. 1991).

3.2.3 GroWth, age and hingth at sea

Studies of growth in the marine environment have generally been based on
freshwater sampling operations at the beginning and end of the marine phases.
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Marine growth is determined by both feeding opportunities and temperature at sea,
the size of the migrating fish, and ttle age and repröductive history of the fish. Table
3.5 shows the mean annual growth increment tor sea trout. The table is mainly
based upon captures and ageing of fistl in freshwater, which may cause some bias
due to the fact that the growth increments Iisted for sea age 0+ and 1+ do not
iriclude the non-maturing fish, which do not enter freshwater until in their third year
at sea. It has been found that the length increment during a single sea run is about
twice as high for immature rather than mature fish at the same age (Jonsson 1985).
When comparing lengths at age of males and females, the size of the sexes may be
similar to immatures, or the females may be larger than males. At old age, males are
o11en the largest. One reason for this may be a more variable age at maturity in
males than females (Jonsson 1985).

Table 3.5. Annual mean grawth increment at sea (ern). Numbers in brackets indicate
the ranges. Oata based upon back-calculated lengths.

0+ 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ -
Oenmark 14 11 8 9 8 4

Englandl 14 14 9 13
Wales [11-18] [10-21] [4-12] [12-16]

Finland 8 11 10 10 6
[3-16] [7-15] [6-13] [9-11 ] [5-9]

France 17 16 11 4 6
[14-22] [14-21] [8-13] [3-6] [3-5]

Iceland* 12 12 9 6 5

Ireland 8 9 7 4 6

Norway 13 10 6 4 W[11-16]
Scotland 7 6 ·7 4 5 7

Sweden 16 12 12 10
13-18 11-20 5-14 6-11

Oata based on references given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2.4 Age and size at maturity

There is considerable variation in age and size at maturity. Adult sea trout vary
between 20 and 100 cm in length and range from 2 to 15 years of age (Jonsson
1994). Population means of mature fish seem to vary fram 30 cm to 75 cm in length,
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andfrom 2 to 10 years of age (Table 3.6). Within populations; the total age ai
maturity increases with increasingsmoltage, but the sea age atrriaturity decreases
with increasing smolt age (Jonsson 1985). There is a grast variation both within and
batwaen countries.

In anadromous trout, the males are either younger than or at the same age as
fema/es (L'Abea-Lund et al. 1989). Among countries, the overall mean length at
maturity varies from 30 cm to 50 cm with fastest growth in the Baltic and French
stocks.

Age at rnaturity is infiuenced by gröwth rate. It has been observed that fish mature
youngar when the length increment was reduced in the second year relative to the
first year at sea. In England arid Wales iricreased marine groWth tands to lower the
rate of maturation fish after one year at sea (Solemen 1994).

Table 3.6. Mean lengths, ages, and ranges for spawners.• Mean length
for spawners
(ern)

Rangefor
mean length
for spawners

Mean age of
spawners

Range for
me~n ageof
spawners

Referenees

Denrnark 40 30-65 4.0 3.0-5.0 Christensen et al.
1994

Englandl
' , ..,

Soleimon 199440 30-65 3.5 2.5-4.0

Wales .
E. Nylander persFinland 40-53 5.5 5.0-6.5
comm.

Niernelä & ,
Me Cornas 1985

France 55 45-60 3.0 2.0-4.5 Euzenat et al. 1990

.e leeland. 40 40-65 5.0 4.0-8.0 J6hannsson &
Einarsson 1993, .
Gudj6nsson 1993

Ireland 40 35-50 4.0 2.5-5.0 SRTII1987

Norway 45 30-70 5.5 5.0-10.0 i:Abee-Lund et al.
1989, Jonsson et
al. 1991

Scotland
. -

Jonsson &L'Abee-40 30-65 4.0 3.0-5.0
Lund 1993

Sweden 50 30-75 5.0 4.0-10.0 Andersson 1954,
Järvi 1940

Alttieugh most anadromous trout appear to spawri once, repeat or multiple.spawning
is relatively commen witti 20-30 % spawnirig at least once in mariy populations
(Table 3.7). In Norway, the incidence of repeat spawning appears not to be related
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to latitude, but rather to the size of the river (L'Abee-Lund et aI.1989). In the Baltic
Sea the mean percentage repeat spawners is very low, probably due to high
exploitation rate.

Table 3.7. Mean age at maturity and mean percentage repeat spawners.

Mean age at maturity Mean percentage
repeat spawners

Denmark 3.5 30

EnglandlWales 2.5 40

Finland 5.0 <5

France 2.0 20

Iceland 4.5 30 •Ireland 3.5 20

Norway 5.0 30

Scotland 3.0 50

Sweden 4.5 10

References as in Table 3.6.

3.2.5 Reproduction

Fecundity

Within any given population, the egg number can generally be related to female _.
length by apower law model (Jonsson 1985, Walker 1994, Solomon 1994, O'Farrell ..
et al 1989).

Few measurements of sea trout fecundity have been made, but information is
available for rivers in Ireland (Erriff & Burrishoole), Scotland (Ewe), France (Bresle),
Norway (several rivers) and England and Wales (Dyfi & Cumbrian rivers).

It is known that fresh water age (smolt age) and history of previous spawning
influence fecundity, although only the Irish data shows examination of this.
Observations from the Erriff (O'Farrell et al. 1989) have shown:
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- maturing fish derived from 3+ smolts had a lower feeundity per unit length than
those from 2+ smolts.

- Previously spawning fish were less, but not signifieantly less, feeund than maiden
fish of the same length. .

It appeared that lärger fish (or more frequently spawning fish) had more residual
ova than smaller, younger fish; possibly indieating a deereased spawning
efficiency with larger size. Ova from very large sea trout may not be a viable as
those from middle-sized fish.

The mean feeundity of Burrishoole sea trout inereases with sea age, but it drops
again in the older age groups and multiple spawners (Table 3.8).

Table 3.8. Feeundity of Burrishoole sea trout.

Sea Age

o
1+
2+
3+
4+

n

16
62
12
2
1

Mean length (ern) Fecundity:

28.0
36.0
43.0
47.0
53.0

No.lkg

754
1 027
1 318
1 843
1 638

Sea trout in the Freneh rivers with 1+ sea age (mean length = 53 - 60 em) had
teeundity values of 2 120 - 2 450 ovalkg.

In Seotland, the overall mean length of the sea trout sampled in the Ewe System tell
trom 432 mm in 1980, to 404 mm in 1989, 366 mm in 1990, 349 mm in1991 andto
341 mm in 1992. Feeundity däta obtained trom Ewe sea trout suggest that adecline
in mean length of this magnitude tor the population as a whole would approximately
halve the overall number of eggs available for deposition (Table 3.9), even if the
numbers ot sea trout had remained eonstant. The true extent of the decline in egg
deposition cannot be estimated sinee data on adult abundanee are unavailable.
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Table 3.9. Estimated egg numbers per annual mean lengths of Ewe System sea trout
sampies (1980-92), Scotland (Walker 1994)

Year Numbers Mean· Egg No./kg
of fish standard length ± error Number

(mm)

1980 1 089 434± 3 1 143 1 262
1989 136 404± 7 945 1 302
1990 171 366 ± 5 713 1 322
1991 232 349 ± 4 623 1 322
1992 135 341 ± 5 583 1 337

Some studies on the Norwegian Voss R. have demonstrated an overall fecundity
value of 1700 ovalkg. for a sampIe of all sea ages.

Information from Wales indicates that the numbers of eggs obtairied by stripping live e
fish give an underestimate of the natural egg production capacity of the fish.
Comparision of the number of eggs found retained in stripped fish and in kelts that
had spawned naturally showed that fewer were retained by natural kelts.

Full elucidations of ovaltrout size relationships is important for any fishery
management action aimed at protecting or enchancing egg deposition rates.

Trends of increasing egg size with female length have been found in England &
Wales, Ireland and Scotland. The recent study by L'Abee-Lund & Hindar (1990) of 9
Norwergian sea trout rivers also fourid positive correlations between fish length arid
egg size in all but two populations, where the relationship was still positive but not
significant. In general, larger eggs give rise to larger fry, thereby determining the
length ot time for which fry can tolerate starvation after emergence from the grave/.

I

Data trom Norway, Scotland and Ireland have shown that taster growing populations _
have higher fecundity values arid relatively small eggs, but slower grawing ..
populations produce fewer larger eggs. Resident traut within migratory populations
tend to produce few but larger e9gs.

3.2.6 Adult survival

Adult survival may be separated into two stages, marine survival and post':'spawning
treshwater survival.

Quantitative data is available for post-smolt survival in Ireland (see Section 3.2.7.).
About 37% of Norwegian first time migrants survived in the sea. High post-smolt
mortality has been estimated in estuarine water in Denmark due to pound net
exploitation and in the northern Baltic due to whitefish gillnetling.
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Marine. survival of repeat migrants in the river Vardnes in northern No.way ranges
from 56-68 % (Berg & Jonsson1990).ln Ireland the recapture rateisapproximately

·40% (Mills et al. 1990) arid in Francs the recäplure rate in horne waters is 31-50 %
(Fournel 8t al. 1990). Exploitation rates are discussed in Seetion 4.

Postspawnirigfreshwater survival of adult trout (>30 cm) range from 30-80 %
(Burrishoole, Ireland) and 66-74 % in Norway.

3.2.7 Population changes -Ireland

A number of changes in sea trout populations has been observed in some irish sea
trout fisheries; particularly in the rnid-west region. Studies on the Burrishoole, Erriff,
Gowla, Invernmore and Costello Fisheries have given reasoriably consistent results
ovar the region. Uttle such information from other countries are available. Other
population chariges are referred to in seetion 4.

"'"e Population number

While some sea trout fisheries were "eporting a downward trend in catches, the
Connemara fisheries including Erriff & Delphi, were performing weil into the mid,
1980's. In Burrishoole, the overall stock increased frem when records began in 1971
to 1975 and 1976 and subsequently the stocks dropped gradually. The trend
changed in 1987 and1988 and the stock collapsed in 1989. Rod catches and trap
counts have shöwn that some other tisheries in the mid-west showed a significant
change after 1986 (e.g. Gowla, Delphi, Erriff), while other tisheries showed little
change until1989 (e.g; Kylemore, Newport) when all the mid-west fisheries
collapsed. Mirior increases have been reported iri some tisheries after 1991, but
these have been Iimited to post-smolts. The upstream migration of sea treut in ,
Burrishoole was 3 200 in 1976 arid 1 200 in 1986 but slumped to minimal counts of .
arourid 150 trom 1990 to 1993. In the Gowla, counts of 13 (1991), 1 (1992), 2 (1993)
arid (:iOO+(1994) were recordsd. The total recorded rod catch in Conriemara is
shown in Seetion 4.

Smolt charaeteristics

Annual smolt number in Burrishoole, while variable, showed nosignificant trend ,
betvvssn 1971 and 1989. However, the smolt migrations trom 1992 to 1994 werethe
lowest recorded; probably due to the reduetion in spawning stock. In other tisheries,
the srriolt number has also dropped but not as far as would be predicted trom the
spawning stock (Table 3.10).
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Table 3.10. Smolt counts for three fisheries west of Ireland.
Year Burrishoole Gowla Erriff

1970-79 4176
1980-84 4038
1985-89 4119 2877

1988

1990 2063 2448
1991 2530 7557 3018
1992 1 936 5999 1 857
1993 1 720 4087 470
1994* 1 127 4000 1 600

*Provisional data

The age structure for west of Ireland sea traut smolts has historically remained quite
consistent with 68 % 2+ year olds and 32 % 3+ years olds. More recently, there have
been changes to similar numbers of smolts at each age, although in 1992 in both the
Erriff and Burrishoole there were significant changes to older smolts of 3+ and 4+
years of age.

There has been an increase in the mean length of each age cohort with a significant
trend for 3+ year old smolts. The reason for these increases are not known, but may
be related to freshwater population density. Similar increases in the mean size of
resident trout have been obserVed in Scotland (Walker 1994).

Marine Survival

Marine survival can be calculated both for smolt to first return as 0+ sea age
(finnock) and as total survival to first return (as 0+ and 1+ sea age). Both
determinations show the same patterns (Pooie et al. iri press). The survival of smolt
to finnock in the same yea'r historically ranged fram 11.4 % to 32.4 %. Table 3.11
shows the survival data for Burrishoole. The collapse in marine survival can be seen
from 1988, before any change in smolt riumber, and subsequent increases and
decreases are consistent with salmon farm fallowing in Clew Bay.

Survival of smolts returning to the Gowla trap were 0.2 % (1991), 0.02 % (1992),
0.1 % (1993) and 15 % in 1994. Gowla R. flows into Bertraghboy Bay which has
undergone salmon farm fallowing in late winter and early spring 1994 for the first
time. Similar changes were observed in Killary Harbour (See Section 4).
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Table 3.11. The long-term trend in sea trout populations in the Burrishoole system is
indicated by the table below:

Year % survival of % survival of Downstream Upstream
smolt as finnock smolts to first migration smolts migrating finnock

return (no.) and adults

71 23.8 52.5 3000 1 250
72 20.4 40.8 5465 2200
73 23.4 41.0 6071 2800
74 32.4 60.0 4527 2900
75 30.8 65.0 3587 ·3230
76 28.1 43.0 5270 3200
77 18.6 35.0 3889 2100
78 12.1 40.0 3167 1 600
79 11.4 20.0 5676 2200

e 80 26.6 56.0 2337 1 800
81 12.7 19.0 6710 1 756
82 20.1 27.0 3907 1 400
83 18.3 33.0 4852 1 300
84 23.3 50.0 2383 1 275
85 16.2 30.0 4238 1 250
86 20.4 31.0 3454 1 200
87 13.7 25.0 3371 900
88 8.5 11.0 4290 800
89 1.5 1.8 3719 200
90 5.7 12.1 2001 155
91 10.0 12.8 2137 342
92 3.7 4.6 1 936 151
93 6.2 1 698 155

Marine Grewth

A decrease in marine grewth was recorded in some fisheries (Le. Costello, Delphi,
Burnshoole) with, for example, the modallength of finnock falling from 28 cm in 1987
to 26 cm in 1990.

Adult Stock Composition
,

The length distribution of sea trout in the west of Ireland and scale reading showed
56 % of the population measured less than 32 cm, 33 % between 32 and 40 cm and
12 % greater than 40 cm. Frem 1989, there was a dramatic change with the 1055 of
almost all large sea treut. (Table 3.12).
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Table 3.12. Percentage sea age composition of sea trout in Burrishoole.

Year 0+ 1+ 2+ 3+

1985 56.9 33.8 8.5 0.8
1986 56.0 39.0 5.0
1990 85.6 6.5 7.9
1991 73.0 27.0 0.0
1992 54.0 34.0 12.0
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4 Factors Affecthlg Population Abundance

4.1 Catch and Exploitation

4.1.1 Catch

Dali:! on catch are valuable, though may be relatively insensitive tochanges in stock
status. Changes in fishing effort, fish catchability and availability (often related to
river tlows) reporting bias and market torees can all affect catch statistics.

The followirig presents Ei brief summary of catches in each country:

4.1.1.1 Denmark

Accordingio the official tisheries statisticS, the.Danish totallandirigs of sea trout in
1992 by the commercial fishery amounted to 45 tonnes. A substantial part (27
tannes) was taken as a bycatch in the Baltic offshore salmon fishery and are .
probably not of,Dänish origin. Th.e statistics are however unreliable and the total
catch is belived to be aound 10 times higher with ariglirig accounting for 10 %.

4.1.1.2 Finlärid
Sea traut are mostly exploited duririg the first year at sea, mainly by gill nets set for
whitefish. According to official statistics commerCial catche~ in the coastal fishery
have grown from 40 tonnes in 1980 to 220 - 230 tonnes in 1993. Total catches, of
which nön-commercial catches comprise around 70 %, have vai'ied from around 190
tonnes in 1980 to over 1200 tennes in 1993.

4.1.1.3 France .

Catch data tor the whole country are not availatile. In the north west Seine m~ritime
rivers net catch has ranged from 1500 {3.7 tonnes} to 2800 {7 tonnes} fishbetween
1986 and 1992, with lower catches in recent years due to increased no-fishing
areas. Rod catches have ranged from 200 {0.5 tcmnes} to 350 fish {0.9 tannes} ,in the
same period in this area. For the whole north west, which accounts for around 80 %
of Iicenced se8. trout anglers, rod catch is around 4 tonnes~

4.1.1.4 Iceland
In southerri Iceland the majority of the catch is by rods. Catches are variable both .
between years and between rivers. In recent years reporting rates have been higher
and new fishing areas have been developed. Mean annual catches for 7 rivers
between 1970 and1993 were 2266 fish with an average weight of 1.8 kg giving an
average annual rod catch of 4.1 tonnes. Catch data for the whole country are not
available.

4.1.1 ~5 Irelarid
The National catch statistics are believed i6 be unreliabie. The eHort put into the
colleCtions öf these statistics varies between years and the. published data refleets
these variations rather than tlu6tuatioris in catches (Anön. 1991). Net catches are,
unreliable and not r.eported fully. Annual rod catches for selected Connemara ,
fisheries (1980 to 1988) range from 4954 fish (approx. 1.7 tonnes) to 12354 fish
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(apprax. 4.3 tonnes). A major collapse in catch~s occured between 1989 ~nd 1992
(highest catch 776 fish) with a small recovery in 1992 to 1206 fish (Sea Traut Task
Force Report 1994).

4.1.1.6 Norway
Annual reported catches are around 70 tannes, but for various reasons this is a
gross underestimate. In the 19.~Os .ahque~tionaire survey of the freshwater and
marine sport fishery indicated an average catch of around 500 tonnes (Anon.
1994b).

4.1.1.7 Sweden
In the Gulf of Bothnia the registered coastal net catch between 1986 and 1993
ranged from 24 to 78 tonnes, although thisdoes not incluCle a large, unregistered
catch. The in-river catch has vaded from 37 to 54 tannes between 1988 and 1993 of
which over 50 % is taken by rads. Total estimated catches in the Saltic between
1979 and 1993 vary fram 200 to 1955 tannes, which include sea, coastal and rad
catches from Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Latviai Poland and Sweden.

4.1.1.8 UK

Scotland .' .,
The national reported catch in 1993 was 59 458 fish weighing 63 tannes, shared
almost equally between rads and nets. Catches by both methods have been low in
recent years. Lang term catch statistics show a strong similarity in pattern between
fishing methods and over wide areas of the couritry, although reduction in netting
ettort, particularly in eastern areas, may have Iimited netting catches and augmented
angling catches trom the mid 1980's. Western rivers have suftered a long term
decline in angling catches, the decline becoming especially severe in recent years,
while eastern and northern rivers have fared better. A substantial decline in the
mean size of sea traut has also been öbserVed in north western fisheries, but not
elsewhere. .

England and Wales
Reported net catches have varied fram 41 803 to 91 447 fish between 1987 and
1992. The average annual catch for this period is 63 856 fish (139 tannes). Reported
rod catches for the same period have averaged 30 354 fish (range 14 742 to 55 863)
weighing 31.6 tannes. Rod catches for the period 1989 to 1992 were generally lower
than the lang term average.

I

4.1.1.9 General Comments •
There is clearly considerable variation in the quality of data both betwaen countries .
and over different time periods which makes camparisions difficult. The summary
table shows that the relative importance of net and rod catches varies between
countries. There is a need to improve the quality of catch statisties and attempt to
standardize the type of data collected.
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4~1.2 Exploitation Rates

Information on exploitation rates eittler tiy rod or riet fishedes are scarce, although
high rates by certain riet fisheries have beeri implicated in population reductions.

In Irelärid on the Burrishoole system annual rod exploitation rates have varied from
4.2 % to 18.8 % with a mean of 10.5 % (Mills et al. 1990) whilst on Tawriyard lough
ttie rates have varied from 5.6 % t016.1 % over four years (O'F~urell &Whelan
1991); In Englaria and Wales, rod exploitation rates are generally low varying fram
0.5 to 2.2 % on the Welsh Dee; 2.8 % on the Coquet, 2.5 % on the Axe, up to a high
level of 30 % on the Tawe in South Wales. This latter figure represents a
rehabilitated stock on a river close to an area of high population. '

On the River Bresle in NW France in 1993 exploitation by nets was calculated at 25
% arid by rods 7.5 to 10 % of the stock.

These Iimited data show that rod exploitation rates can vary considerably between
rivers, alttiough are generally in the range of 2 to 20 %. Net exploitation rates are
Iikely to depend on the fishing method and location and size selectivityof the gear in
relation to the population structure. Particular age and size groups may be more
vulnerable to capture than others.

, .
In order to obtain meaningful data on exploitation rates, high quality data is required
on catch and river size of the various stock components.

Table 4.1 Annual catches of sea treut (tonnes).

Count,y Period Rod Net Total Comments

Denmark 1992 50 450 500 1)
Finland 1980-1993 .. ' 190-1200 2)
France 1986-1992 0.5-0.9 3.7-7.0 4.2-7.9 3)
leeland 1970-1993 4.1 4.1 4)
Irelana 1980-1988 1.7-4.3 1;7-4.3 5)
NOrWay 1980 500 500 6)
Sweden 1988-1993 19-27 65-92 86-119 7)
Saltie 1979-1993 200-1855 8)
Scotland (UK) 1993 32 31 63
England & Wales (UK) 1'987-92 31.6 139 170.6

• 1) Estimate only , , ,
2) Assurnes non eommercial eateh is 70 % of total
3) NW Region only
4) Southern Iceland (7 rivers)
5) Connemara fisheries only
6) Questionaire SUrVey in.the 19808
7) Gulf of Bothnia only. Assurnes 50 % in river eatch by rods
8) Sea, coastal and river catches by several countries
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4.1.3 Overexploitation

Sea trout stocks in some parts of the Baltic are much below their potential because of
overexploitation. For instance, in the Swedish part of the Bay of Bothnia, migratory parts
of several stocks are on the verge of disapperance (Anon. 1994a). Decreases in sea
trout stock in this area are due mainly to overexploitation (Andersson 1988). It was
suggested that the dedine was dosely Iinked to the free setting of the. coastal fishery in
the 1950s in combination with introduction of rriodern net materials. Regulation of the
commercial c6astal fishery in areas around the river mouths in early 1980s was directed
mainlyat protecting wild salmen spawners. Consequently, the regulations have not been
sufficient efficient in counteracting the decline of sea trout stocks. Sea trout is often
caught as a bycatch in the economically important fishery on withefish, which makes it
difficult to reduce exploitation. However, measures, introduced in 1993 are meant to
decrease coastal exploitation of late-ascending sea trout spawners. There is no doubt,
however, that almost all sea trout populations in His Bothnian Bay region are seriously
threatened.

Danish studies of postsmolt survival have shown that pound net bycatches may in some
estuaries be detrimental to the migratciry sea trout smolts (Dieperink 1994, Rasmussen
1992). In the Ringk0bing Fjord, estuary of the River Skjern A, the 1991 pound net
bycatches of smolts accounted to 55 000 smolts, compared to the total smolt output of
40 000. This is only possibie when, on the average, the smolts are caught and released
more than once. (Dieperink 1994). Field experiments revealed, that the risk of mortality
was about 0.6 per catch and subsequent release of individual smolts. Combining these
informations, a total mortality of around 33 000 smolts can be estimated.These data
show the potential of an estuarine pound net fishery t6 reduce the passage of smolts to a
point of below 20 % of the initial smolt run (Dieperink 1994).

4.2 Environmental Variation

In general sea trout are more restricted in their migrations to coastal areas than
Atlantic salmon, although in some areas such as the Baltic, tag recapture pattern
indicate some extensive migrations. Therefore, local variations in estuary and
marine conditions and feeding 6pportunities are Iikely to have a significant effect.

Temperature in spring may have quite different effects in different countries. For
example, elevated spring temperatures in Ireland and Scotland lead to low flows at
smolt migration, warm water, both freshwäter and marine, and optimum conditions
for Iice infestation. However, elevated temperatures in Scandinavia increase the
amount of snow and ice melt giving high fresh water flows for smolt exodus and
reduce the salinity in the fjords, thereby reducing the possibilities for Iice infestation.

Freshwater environment can also have an importance influence on growth rate of
parr, smolt age and migratory behaviour of both smolts and adults.
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4.2.1 GroWth in freshwater

Parr groWth increases with increasing river temperature and length of the growth
season(when water temperature >411C). This means that the fish groy{ generally
faster in the southern, than ,in the noithern part of its area of distribution. For
instance, in soutt1errimost Norway (ca 58· N), population means in lengtt1 of 2-year
old brown trout can be up to ca. 15 cm, wt1ereas in the norttiernmost part of the
countiy (ca 70 •N) the, fish take usa 3-4 years to reach the same average size '
(L'Abee-Lund st aL 1989).

The raason for the growth variation is probably differences in water temperature arid
feeding oppoi'tunities. Productivity and feeding opportunities ,are expected to
increase with water temperature. Moreover, optimal temperature for growth is 15- ,
16°C in some rivers (Allen 1985, L'Abee-Lund 8t al. 1989, Jensen 1990, Forseth &
~onsson1994), but this trait can vary genetically among populations and may be as
lowas 10-12°C in cold rivers e.g. in northern Norway (Forseth 1994). Anadromous
brown trout exploiting rivers and sea with very different temperature regimes, as the
tish tram the river Lcerdal, Norway, appears more closely adapted to the prevailing
sea than freshwater temperatures.

4.2.2~ Smolt aga arid slze
Among populations, age and size at smolting Increase with latitude and decrease
with increasing water temperature. For example mean age arid size of NOrWegian
smolts of brown traut vary from lessthan 2 years to almost 6 years and from 10 to
23 cm, respectively (L'Abee-Lund et al. 1989). Within populations, there is rio
definite smolt age or size. 80th are influenced by growth-rate. The taster the tish
grow, the younger imd smaller they are at smolting (0kland et al. 1993). In
southernmost Norway, mean smolt age was dose to 2 years ~md 14 cm, in
northernmost NOrWay ca. 4 years and 18 cm. There is some variation among
populations, e.g. very srriall,strearris may have younger and smaller smolts than
larger ones at the same latitude.

Smolt size may be related t6 water temperature. Elliott (1985) showed that smolt size
was dependent on the temperature ,conditions experienced by the year dass. , '
Moreover, in cold glacier fed rivers in southern NOrWay, smolt size tends to be small.
On the other h~md, in rivers emptying, intO a cold sea, as at the northern border of '
distribution of the spedes, smolts tend to.be large (Jensen & Johnsen 1986). The
reason may beJhat srriall smolts osmoregulate less weil in cold sea water than larger
smolts (Hoar 1976, Finstad et al. 1988).

Smolt age tends to hlcrease with lalitude. This is probably both a consequence of
the decreasing growth rate trom south to north arid lhe general increase in smolt '
size from south to north. '
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4.2.3 Sea growth

Marine growth may be determined by habitat, enrionmental variables and age history
of the fish. In Norway, the length increment during the first summer at sea is usually
between 10 and 15 cm although population rrieans as high as 21 and as low as 8
cm have been observed (L'Abee-Lund et al. 1989). Sea growth decreases with
latitude, but not to the same degree as the freshwater growth does. Sea growth
increase with water temperature at sea expressed as number of degree-days during
the period when the sea water temperature is above 4°C. Longevity decreases with
increasing water temperature and increasing growth rate of the fish.

The annuallength increment decreases with sea-age. For immature sea trout from
the Voss River, it was found to decrease ca. 20% dui'ing the second year and
another 20% during the third year at sea relativeto first-time migrants (Jonsson
1985). The length increment of matures was ca. 50% of immatures of the same age.

4.2.4 Age and size at maturity

Adult size varies between 20 cm and 1 m and adult age between 3 and 15 years.
Within populations, there is considerable variation in age and sizeat maturity, and
more so among males than females (Jonsson 1989). Age at maturity seems to ,
decrease with decreasing smolt age, whereas there is a tendency that sea age at
maturity decreases with increasing smolt age (Jonsson 1985). Among populations,
mean sea aga at maturity increases with latitude. Mean sea age at maturity in
southernmost Norway is ca. 2 years, in northermost Norway it is 3 years or more.
Size at maturity, on theother hand, does not change with latitude (L'Abee-Lund et al.
1989, Jonsson et al. 1991). In anadromous brown trout, the sexes mature at the
same sea age, or males mature younger.

•

There are differences in size between adult sea trout spawning in the upper and
lower parts of long rivers. The fish are often larger in the upper than in the lower
parts (L'Abee-Lund 1991). Furthermore, very small streams seem to have smaller
fish than large rivers (Jonsson 1985). __

Adult body size does not change with water temperature or growth rate at sea.
However, it increases with decreasing river teniperature and growth rate in fresh
water. Large sea trout are often found in rivers which are cold for its latitude
(Jonsson et al. 1991).

4.2.5 Summer drought and stock development

In the last few years, severe summer droughts have created unusually poor
conditions in many small sea trout streams in southern Sweden. This has probably
decreased produetion considerably in many streams (Eklöv & Olsson 1994, Ottosson
et al. 1994). However, no effert has been made to quantify losses due to drought.
Adaptations of sea treut to severe summer drought were studied by Titus (1991). For
instance, smolting at age 1 may occur in smalI, unstable streams such as
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Tullviksbäcken. 95 km NE of Stockholm. which dries up. on average. every second
or third summer (Titus & Mosegaard, 1989)~ In this stream a corisiderable proportion
of the parrs emigrated in March~Aprilat age,1 and sizes around 10 cm. Titus and
Mosegaard (op.. cit.) considered this to be an impoi1ant adaptation because entire
year-clässes of trout parr might be eliminated by summer drought unless they Iiveve
the streams in before hand. Moreover. habitat suitable for 1... and older parr may be
scarcein such streams.especially in drY years. Adaptations of this kind could be
vert important to sUrVival of the stocks under such circumstarices (Borgstram &
Heggenes 1988). SimilarJy. emigrations of very small smolts. <10 cm, as early as
Marchwere reported from a smolt trap placed in a small stream onthe west coast .
(Brodde Almsr pers. COmn1.). No smolt n;igration occurred later in the spring. Another
important adaptation is that in small streams such as Tullviksbäcken. streams on
Gotland and elsewhere, spawnersenter the streams immediately before spawning
and leave them direetly after spawning(Titus 1.991). Spawning norrrially occurs in
September-November. but mayoccur even laterif autumn rains are necessary to
make the stream accessible to spawners. In Skäne, spawning may occur as late as
January (Johan Wagnström pers. comm.). In addition to such adaptations by the
fish, human efforts to increase the summer water flow. shade of streams to decrease
water temperature and low levels of pollution are especially important in droughts

. years (Ottasson et al. 1994). Elliott (1994) reported that summer droughts in 1969,
1976 and 1983 had a stro':1g influence on increasing loss rates of trout in a small
stream.

Radio tracklng studies of adults(3a trout carriedoiJt in the Rlver Tywi in south Wales
have indicated a profound effort of low freshwater flows on migration from the
estuary into freshwater. Under low flows a significant proportion of sea trout which
enter the estuary did not ascend into freshwater and their fate is unknown.

Timing of sea trout smolt migration is determlned by environmeniai factors such as
terriperature aridnciw rate. Timing can affect subsequent survival in the sea. For
example sea trout smolt migration to ths sea onthe Burrishoole system in Ireland
riormally commences in late March or early April and is completed bythe endof
May. While migration may commence at a meari temperature of 5.4°C the main
decent takes place at temperatul'es above 7°C. pulsing with rainfall peaks. Once a
temperature of 13°C is reached. migration decreases. particularlyin lciwwater
conditions. Analysis of the comprehensive data from the Burrishoole fishery
suggeststhat. although adverse temperature conditions may have contributed to the
severity of the sea trout collapse in the late 1980's; ttie basic problem lies inthe
marine environment (Sea Trout Working Group Repcirt 1993). In years of dry arid
wärm spring weather. migrating smolts.may experience additional stress because of
a wider temperaturegap betweeil fresh and sea water. In northern rivers with lew
water temperature, cold springs may delay or inhibit the smolt migration.

4.3 Diseases and parasites

Two vital pieces of evidence in this regard häve been shown: that tns sea traut
smolts äre consistently affected by juvenile Iice (Tully et al. 1993a, b, c) and that ttie
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vast bulk (>95%) of the Iice in the affected bays in the west of Ireland emanante from
salmon farms (Tully & Whelan 1993). Tully et al. (1993b) have also shown that the
fisheries entering a specific bay have similar Iice irifestation characteristics,
indicating that the problem is specific to bays rather than individual river systems.
Despite high levels of juvenile Iice production throughout the February to July
period,sea trout post-smolts with heavY lice infestations only appeared in the
estuaries of neighbouring systems for a three to five week period after enteing
saltwater (Tully & Whelan 1993). Therefore, the infestation by juvenile Iice an~ the
severe morphological damage to the sea troLJt occurs immediately after entry to
saltwater.

4.3.1 Diseases

4.3.1.1 Denmark
Denmark has a high production of hatchery reared salmonids, mainly of rainbow
trout in fresh water. The presence or absence of diseases such as furunculosis,
lrifectious Pancreatic Necrosis (IPN), Viral Haemorrhagic Septicaemia (HVS) etc, •
are recorded during regular disease screening. As Denmark is subdivided into
veterinary zones, strict regulation in relation to transfers of fish from a zone of higher
disease incidence to iones of lower incidence are in force. Although not generally
perceived as a serious threat at the moment, an investigation into the significance of
some of these diseases in relation to wild fish populations has begun.

4.3.1.2 Finland
A syndrome similar to M74 has been reported by hatchery managers in Finland but
does not appear to causing significant mortalities at present. The impact of the
syndrome is currently being investigated (see Sweden).

4.3.1.3 France
No significant disease problems have been reported for wild sea trout populations in
France, except for furLJnculosis on wild spawners in the 1970's.

4.3.1.4 Iceland
No significant disease problems have been reported for wild sea trout populations in
leeland. .

..
4.3.1.5 Ireland

While furunculosis has been detected in many hatchery stocks in Ireland over the
years, it was detected from only population of sea trout sampled from the wild in
1991 and from 3 other stocks being maintained at a hatchery site. All of these
stocks were from the West of Ireland, within the area affected bya sudden colJapse
in sea trout stocks. As it was not possible to identify whether the infection had been
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carried in with the fish, present in the faciiity or on equiprrient used to transfer the
fish. It was.concluded .that furunculosis was present in at least orie wild stock
(Arion. 1991). Furtherresea~ch ~as.carried out in 1992 (An'on 1992). Descending
s8a trout sinolts from the Gowla River, Connemara and Iice infested sea trout
postsmolts from the Costello River, Connemara, were stress tested under coritrolled
conditioris. None of these fish (which represent sampies from two of the catchments
most affeeted by the sea trout population collapse) showed any evidence of stress
inducible furunculosis.

During the same period kidney smears were cuituredfrom 28.lice Infested fish
prematurely returning post smolts from four other sites in the West of Ireland.
Furunculösis was not deteCted in any of the sampies examined. (Anon 1992)

Histoiogieal and virological studies were carried out on sampies from affected rivers
in the West of Ireland. Tissues from 57 fish in 1990, 76 fish in 1991 and 36 fish in
1992 were examined. The histological changes were varied with rio consistent
pattern. Debilitated fish from affected rivers and estuaries exhibited histological
signs of low nutritional status and increased protein catabolism. Gilt hyperplasia and
minor heartlesions such as mural thrombi were observed in fish from affeeted and
unaffected regions (Anon 1992).

4.3.1.6 No..way
Furunculosis was observed for the first time in Norway in 1964, where it was
imported intoJhe countrY with rairibow. traut from Denmark .(Hästein & Lindstad
1991). In 1985, furunculosis was identified from farmed salmon.. It is believed that
this was as a result of impörting smolts from Scotland. Sirice than, the disease has
spread to m~my areas of the country, and has been identified fromwild fish in 74
rivers (Johnsen et al. 1993). In some cases the disease has caused mortality of
adult sallnon in freshwater. The long termeffects of fururiculosis .on NOrWegian
salmon populations is unkriown. Little is kriown aböut the impact of the disease on
sea trout stocks. .

IPN has been detacted from wild saimonids during screening of broodsteck but not
believed to be a significant problem for wild fish at present. UDN isreported
occasionally but is not Causing any significant problems for the wild stocks.

Recent werk (Nylurid & Jakobsen, in press) on irifeCting sea trout with ascites from
salmen infeCted with infeCtious salmon anaemia virus (ISAV) hasindicated that sea
trout did not develop symptoms 01' gross clinical sigris of ttie disease although
propagation of the virus and adrop in haemocrit values was noted. Following sea'
water challenges, signs of ISA and differential mortality were noted. It was also
shown that whsn salmon and sea trout ware kept together the virus was trarismitted
from trout to salmon.
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4.3.1.7 Sweden
In recent years furunculosis has spread to fish farms in many parts of Sweden. It has
also been identified from salmon in five different rivers, both on the west coast and in
the Baltic. Sea trout occur in these rivers, but there are no signs that furunculosis
causes mortalities among sea trout. Ariother disease, caused by Aeromonas
salmonicida subsp. achrornogenes, occurs in the most Swedish trout hatcheries. It
causes mortalities in the range of 0-25% among treut parr. It is unknown, however,
to what extent it also eauses mortality in wild sea treut.

Over the past three years high mortalities (70 - 98%) due to M74 have been
observed among salmon alevins in Swedish hatcheries. (Anon. 1994c). The first
visible symptoms oeeurs during resorption of the yolk sack which is followed by
rapidly aeeeierated mortalities. Although it is not kriown what eauses the syndrome,
environmental pollutants have been implicated. M74, has only been found in the
offspring of Baltic salmon females that have returned to the rivers to spawn. The
syndrome has not been observed in salmon fram the Swedish coast which feed in
the Atlantie.

In reared Swedish stocks of seä trout in ths Baltic an unexplained mortality, similar
to M74, oeeurs oecasionally aecording to hatchery managers. The symptoms are
similar to those of alevins suffering from M74 (discoloration and aberrant swimming
behaviour) and physiological studies are now in progress to try to determine whether
the mortality is somehow related to M74.

4.3.1.8 UK (England and Wales)

Screening for diseases from wild brOcidstocks has been carried out regularly but
significant problems have not been reported in wild stocks.

4.3.1.9 UK (Seotland)
Arecent study in Seotland (Me Vicar st al. 1992) investigated the significance of
diseases on sea trout populations. Early results did not identify any disease which
was having a significant detrimental effect. Since then studies have eontinued on
finnock and adult sea trout and have been extended to include parr and smolts in
freshwater.

Since 1990 over 500 sea trout have been sampled and analysed for the presence of
viral agents (Me Vicar et al. 1993b). Infectious Panereatie Necrosis (IPN) was
detected in 16 fish in June 1991, which were taken from two different rivers withiri
the north western fishery district. Since then no other virus was detected.

No bacteriologieal disease has been detected from 245 sea trout.
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4.3.2 Parasites

Parasites and diseases are transferred naturäily between wild iish stocksimd high
mortalities due to these pathogens are often recorded ( Roberts et al. 1970). Such
rriass .mörtalities are generally rare in wild populations. For wild salmonid
populations; which may, be small and/or, discrete, these mass mortalities are not
often recorded but would be particularly damaging to the overall stock status. Fish
farm installations may act as a reservoir for certain pathogens arid heavy parasite
infestations arid disease outbreaks. Significant moi1alities in the cages have been
described from salmon farms. There is concern that these installaiioris may increase
the transfer of pathogens to wild stocks and this area of research, has attracted
considerably more interest in reeent years particularly. in. relation to establishing
naturally oeeurdng levels of parasites and disease in populations arid/or increased
or new transfers of pathogens from fish eulture.

In the latter half of the 1980's, salmon production aiong the mid-west coast of Ireland
expanded rapidly. Sea Iieelevels cirifarms rose during this period and as a
eonsequeriee juvenile Iiee production increased. Sea trout migrated into this
chariging marine environment each spring. These fish are weil kriown to be ,
suseeptible to seä Iiee i1'festation. ,It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that in a
situation where the levels of juvenile Iiee were increased, due to the eombined effect
of a far largerhöst population (eaeh 100 tonnes of reared salmon is roughly
equivalant to 50 OOOindividuals) and a marine environment which may have
favoured sea lies production, the infestation of the smolts could have iricreased in
proportion (Tully 1992, Whelan 1993, Whelan & Poole 1993).

4.3.2.1 Denmark
No specific parasites are eausing major problems for sea traut in Derimark at
present. The study which has been initiated to examina diseases in wild populations
will also ineorporate parasitolögieal investigations. '

.• 4.3.2.2 Finland

Thare is no.evldenee Clt present to siJggest that Lepeophtheiius salmanis cause sea
trout mortality in the Finnish rivers. No other parasites are cinsidered to be a danger
to sea traut populations. I

Gyrodactylus safaris is' not eonsidered tO.be a major danger to sea traut populations
at present.

",e.,

4.3.2.3 France
Infestations of parasitas on sea traut are not ecinsidered to be eausing a problem for
sea traut populations. '
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4.3.2.4 leeland
Parasite infestations are not considered to be amajor problem affeeting wild
populations in Iceländ.

4.3.2.5 Ireland
Coinciding with the collapse of fisheries in Wand NW since 1989. the phenomenon
of early returning postsmolts. kelts arid adult fish with heavy infestations of juvenile
sea Iice (Lepeophtheirus sBJmonis) indicating recent and high rates of transmission
(Anon 1993) of sea Iice. In association with this severely emaciated sea trout were
noted in 1989.

In 1991 the main problem affecting sea traut stoCkS in the West of Ireland was defined
(Anon. 1991a) as:

the premature return 6f sea trout smolts.
severe infestations. of juvenile Iiee
the presence of badly emaciated fish (in 1989)
a drastic reduction in the spawning stock

., .
A summary of Iice infestation information for 27 Irish Rivers is given in Appendix 2.

The main condusions from this study can be summarised as folIows:

1 The model was developed predicting that the logarithm of Iice infestation (abundance.
intensity etc, dependant variables) should be a linear function of the logarithm of
linear distance (r) to the nearest fish farm. This model was tested using least squares
regression and testing for significant relationships using analysis of variance.

2 The relationship between the infestations on individual sea traut with linear distance
to fish fanns is significant arid is best aescribed by a log-log plot. Although there are
only a few sites representing locations distant from fish farm sites. this is not unduly
affecting the regression. '

3 Having established that a relationship exists using the data for individual fish. the
relationship betWeen the accepted parasitological paramters of abundance and
intensity with distance fram fish fannS was tested and found to be highly significant.
The relationship with abundance indicated an r value of 0.78 and for intensity the r
was 0.66 indicating that a significant. amount of the variance associated with the
relationship could be explained using linear sea distance alone.

4 The investigation indicate that Iice infested farmed salmon at distances greater than
25 km from a sea trout river does not transmit Iice to those sea trout.

Other parasites
A number of studies were aimed at examining other, parasite infestations of sea trout.
During histological and virologicaJ examinations in 1990, 1991 and 1992 sampies of fish
from three catchments in the West of Ireland were parasitised with internal metozaon
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and ple.roceroids of Diphyllobothrium spp. p,rötozoan paraSites were present in the
intestine (Eimeria sp.) and kidneys (Chloromyxum sp.) of fish caught in thres rivers.
There was no evidence of a.virum aetiologyaS virus isolation studies were negative. It
was concluded that there waS no iridication that itie sea trout population had systematie
infeCtious aetiology. '

in 1990, sampies of sea trout were examined from three sites from the West of Ireland,
the Burrishoole and Killary Harbour(areas affecled by the sea traut popullition collapse)
and Drumcliff Bay. The following parasites were rec6rded.

Lecithastergibbosus
DiscocotYle sagittata
Diphyllobothrium ditremum
Eubothn'um crassum
Chystidicola farionis
Hysterothylacium aduncum
Pomphorhynchus laevis
Acantocephalus clavula
Acantocephalus lucii
Salmonicola salmoneus

No cimsistent pattern was shown which could lndicate the cestodes, acaritcicephala or
digenea had a role in the collapse of sea trout populations in the West of Ireland. While
the intensity of nematode' infestaions was higher in tlle Killary harboljr sampie, the
prevalence was only slightly higher. A small proportion of the hest population was shown
to be carr}ting most of the parasites i:md this is eonsidered to be typieal of many parasite
sp~d~~ . .

.-. ,

4.3.2.6 Norway

Similar studiesof infection of salmon Iice cin brown treut in NOrWay (as 'in ,Ireland)
have shown tl1at sea trout in some systems also may have problems with heavy
infestations and prematurely retürning to fresl1water, but there is little information
about the impact on stocks. Investigations to examine whether salmen Iiee also
affeet wild sea traut have been initiated. Results of sampling for sea lieed saa trout
indieated high infestation levels in nettad sampies taken at sea elose t6 fish farms, ,
but lower infestations in ari area distant. from farms~ ,Sampling sites in' northern
NOrWay indieated that sea traut captured infreshwater during June to August,. ware
heavily infested with chalimus stages., Overall, however, it.appeared that the
irieidence of sea Uea infestations, in 1993 was signifieantly lower along the cciast to
middle Norway than in 1992. This may have beeri due to lower sea tamperatures
and/ar efficient management of the fish farms.

Plankton hauls in northernNorway allowed examination of the numbers of sea Iiea
nauplier stages close to and distant from farms. The results indicated that densities
of these larvaa decreased with increasing distance from farins.
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More signifieant problems may arise. when fish are moved. from one isolated
geographie loeality to another, where there is a risk of importing parasites and
diseases the loeal fish are not adapted to. An example of this is probably the reeent
introduction of the monogean parasitie. fluke Gyrodacty/us safaris to Norway
(Johnsen & Jensen 1991). G. salan's was observed for the first time on Atlantie
salmon in Norway in 1975. However, while sea trout may act as a carrier, there is
evidenee to show that the parasite has no harmful effeet on sea trout. This transfer
rate is probably low, but as s8a trout may travel between salt and freshwater a
number of times in a season and travel some distanee upstream, they ean aet as a
potential souree of infeetion. A similarsituation is apparent for eseaped rainbow trout
and anadromous Arctie eharr whieh ean bOUl harbour Gyrodacty/us. .

4.3.2.7 Sweden

There is no speeifie ease where parasites are known to have impacted wild sea
trout.

•4.3.2.8 UK {England and Wales}

Tagging stuaies earried out by the Ministry of Agrieulture, Fisheries and Food have
shown that sea trout fram rivers from the north east of England migrate into the
southern part of the north sea and are exploit in the eoastal fishery off East Anglia.
This is the only substaritial marine fishery in England and Wales operating on sea
traut in their feeding area rather than on fish on their return migration to freshwater.
Sampling of the fishery in 1992 and 1993 showed that no sea traut were observed
with exeeptionally heavy infestations of sea Iiee, the majority of fish having less than
10 Iiee per individual. There has been no evidenee that Iiee loading has varied with
fish size or time of sampling.

4.3.2.9 UK {Seotland}

Investigations into the effects of sea Iiee infestations of sea traut have been earried
out in Seotland (MeViear st al. 1993ä). Sampling of 9 rivers indieated that tWo
speeies L. sa/monis and Caliiius elongatus were present on 81 sea traut taken in •
the study. L. sa/monis was preseri! at alliocations while C. e/ongatus was found in
only 1 ~ast eoast river. Details of these lies infestations are given in Table 4.2. The
greatest mean numbers and maximum numbers of Iiee were fauna in the River Morar .
while the lowest maximum numbers, were shown fram the River Hope. Major

.differenees in the infestations of sea trout in the River Ewe were noted between
1991 and 1992. The infestations were typieal of parasite infestations with over
dispersed distributions and the majority of the infestation being earried by a small
number of fish in the sampie. The sampling indieated that the numbers of Iiee on sea
traut eaught in the same area and even at the same time ean vary greatly. When
sampies were grouped within areas it was reported that higher numbers of Iiee per
sea traut were found in the North West. Region than in other areas araund Scotland.
These higher Iiee burdens ware generally assoeiated with areas where most fish
farms are found. However, it was also noted that relatively high levels (up to 46 Iiee)
eould be found on sea traut taken from areas remote fram fish farming.
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Table 4.2. Per cent sea trout infected with sea lies, mean and maximum numbar cf Iiee
per fistle .., .

Area River No Fish % Infected Mean number Maximum
with lies of Iicelfish number cif

Iicelfish
1991

East Don 4 100 4.5 9
Vttian 13 100 5.0 11
(ythan) (13) (85) (10.6) (49)

North Hope 8 25 14 10
NWest Ewe 4 75 20.5 38

Squod 2 100 7.0 12
Morar 19 100 23.8 83

West Euehar/Creran 3 100 5.0 9

• Clyde Eaehai 20 75 10.7 46
1992

NWest Ewe 8 100 63.9 216

•

, .
The highest proportion of infestations by juvenile Iiee was found cin tne west eoast
suggesting a higher aequisition of infestation in these areas. No apparsnt
relationship batween eondition of infeeted fisn and intensity of infection waS fciund
but Iiee assoei~ited damage to the head and fins was noted by MeViear et al.
(1993b) partieularly up to early June.

Details of a eage experiment were presented whieh was set up to evaluate some of
the aspects of the survival af sea traut in the eritieal period just after migration.
Stocks used were frorn,loeal river sources and hatehery reared sea traut and placed
strategieally in an area adjaeent to fish farms where no' problems with sea treut
stocks had beer, reported, adjacent to fish farms .hut in an area whsre stocks had
deelined arid. finally in an afea approximately 20 km from tns nsarest fish farm
installation. Mortälity levels werelow at all sites. Sea traut at all sites beeame
infeetsd with L salmonis. but infestations were different in eaeh area. Fish in the
eage adjaeent t6 fish farms arid with an assoeiated stock deelirie showed the highsst
infestation and a wide range of Iiee stages, indieating eontinual infestation with Iiee
over the entire period. Fish in the other sites showed a narrewer range of liee
maturity stages and less Iiee. There was no marked differenee iri the prevalenee. of .
infestation (m.imber of fish infested in relation to the number examined) between the
wild ~md hatehery fish. However, dsspite tlle infestations, no Iiee related lesions
were noted on any of the fish.· .

Caution was expressed over the possible interpretation af this experiment as it was
not possible to say whether the infestations refleeted the type of Iiee infestation
whieh a wild migrating smolt would experierice. Holding the fish in a cage would
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have lead to abnormal exposure and wild fish may not necessarily remain at the site
of a potential heavy infestation.

Investigations are continuing to clarify the significance of the level of lice deteeted in
different areas of the country.

4.4 Habitat Degradation

A number of human aetivities can adversely affeet the distribution and abundance of
sea trout populations. The impact can be in the form of a long term decrease in
productivity from such aetivities as afforestation and overgrazing of stream banks
which reduce habitat diversity and increase siltation.

Alternatively, changes can be more immediate and dramatic resulting from such
aetivities as dam building for hydroelectric production and culverting and dredging of •
rivers. Such activities have been cited as reasons for declining populations in many
countries, particularly in Norway, Sweden, Finland, France and Denmark. In Sweden
most larger running waters have in the past been used for timber rafting. To facilitate
this activity stream obstruetions such as boulders and large stones have been
removed. This has resulted in the deterioration of trout habitat in many streams.
These streams are characterized by a canal-Iike appearance, shallow water and
hence a lack of suitable stream positions for fish.

In the UK and France the building of tidal barrages for amenity purposes is a major
concern. The provision of adequate fish passage facilities for both adults and smolts
in complex, tidal locations is poorly understood and may lead to changes in fish
behaviour and abundance.

4.5 Stocking

The release of artificially reared fish has been a popular stock enhancement method.
Although fish are still stocked regardless of any documented demand, there is an
increased acceptance that stocking of trout should only be carried out where there is
a documented demand for it.

Stocking is carried out to maintain populations in rivers where the spawning grounds
have been destroyed by"human activity. In such cases fry er parr are released.
When the parr feeding grounds have been destroyed, smolts are released. Sea trout
produetion has been enhanced by the release of hatchery fish upstream of the
natural area of the fish. It is difficult to run a biologically sound and effeetive stock
enhancement programme. Detailed knowledge of the biology of the wild and the
hatchery fish, and about the problems in the river is required. The knowledge of the
success of stocking programmes and effeets on the wild fish are sparse.
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4.5.1 DEmmark

A evaluation system based on electrofishing has been developed and of 696 river
systems evaluated duringthe period .1988-1992, 63were considered 10 have a
satisfactory natural produetion. In 188 systems the natural reproduction. was
ccinsidered to be unsatisfaetory .and in 92 rivers there were no natural reproduction.
The. twogroups ware considered qualifiadfor stocking. The stocking schemes are
revised evei'y 6 years. I" addition to f,y arid parr releasedin rivers, relatively high
numbers of smolts äre released at river mouths and on the coast:

Catchment area km2

Quality <100 100- 200- >500 Total
199 499

• Natural reproduction satifactory 63 0 0 0 63
Stocking not rieeded

Natural reproduction insufficiant. 135 24 16 13 188
Qualified for supplementary stocking

No natural repreduction 91 1 0 0 92
.Qualified for stocking

Not gualified as treut waters 351 2 0 0 353

The stocking programme in 1992 included the following quantities of the varicius age
arid size categories of treut:

•
1 709900 fry (fed for 3 weeks) (42.9% of wild origin)

486700 half year old parr (6:,10em) (30.6% - - )
433300 one year old p~ur (10':'15 cm) (22.2% - - )
111 900 ene year old parr(17-23 cm) (12.5% - - )
507200 smolt, river mouth releases (41.9% _. - )
217200 slnolt, coastal releases (4.6% - - - )

16000 srriolt, lake releases (0.0% - - )

,-,
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braodstock trapping on selected spawning streams. The recapture'rate fram 1+ parr
has averaged 0.04 % of fish tagged whilst that of smolts has averaged 0.14 %. The
sea age of returning adults has been 15 % for .0+, 67 % for .1 +, 7 % for .2+ and less
than 1 % for .3+. .

The use of streamside volitional release ponds for smolts increased recapture rates
by between 4 and 7 times eompared with the direct release of smolts to the river..
Based on a production cost of 68 p per one year old fish, each angling recapture has
costed betwesn E 80 for one-year eid srriolts stocked into release ponds, and up to
ca E 500 per rod recapture from 1+ fish released directly into the river. These costs
do not take into account fish which evade recapture to spawn naturally arid
contribute to the natural production in thä system.

4.5.3 Finland

Without stockings, sea trout abundance would soon decline in Finland because of
heavy fishery in the rivers and. at sea. Because the sea traut are rriostly •
nonmigratory in the Gulf of .Finland and in the Gulf of Bothnia (Ikonen & Auvinen
1984), the Finnish sea trout stocks are exposed to a local fishery and should thus be
managed on anational or local basis. There is no need for special fishing
regulations in the Baltie main basin in order to preteet the Finnish sea trout stocks.
The regulation needed is mostly the same that is needed to save ttie salmon stocks.

Finnish sea trout are supported by releases of young fish. They have been stocked
fram about 0,5 million (all age graups less newly hatched) at the end of 1970's to the
level of 1,5 million fram the middle of 1980's to today. About one million of them are
smolts, which are released off the Finriish coast in the Baltic Sea. Fry and parr have
also been stocked in rapids of many rivers in order to create new stocks or to
support the rivers' natural stock. Often the rapids or drainage basins are badly
dredged, ditched or otherwise in poor condition because of the human activities that
their restoration is neeaäd befere there is any benefit to make stockings. Currently,
there are five different original braod stocks which are used for stockings (Koljonen
& Kallio-Nyberg 1991). For stockings made in sub-divisions 30, 29 and 32 the sea •
trout originate almost solely fram the river Isojoki, and this stock is the most widely
used sea traut stock in Finland. In the northern Bothnian Bay (sub-div. 31) the most
often used stocks originate from the rivers Tornionjoki, Iijoki and Oulujoki. In several
of the main rivers used for electric power production compensatory rearings of
smolts occur. Because the stockings have not given very good results especially in
the northern Bothnian Bay, it has been 'discussed, if there are other reasons than
"overfishing" for the poor results.

At present Finnish Game and Fisheries Research, Institute together with the
companies making the compensatory stockings, study if the effeet of stockings could
be improved by changing the time of fish release. In nature, sea trout smolts migrate
to the sea during the spring flood, much earlier than the reared smolt are stocked
now. Experimental releases under the ice hl spring have improved fish return.
Physiologically, the hatchery reared smolts appear to be ready for migration earlier
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thari previously believed. Under the ice, the smolts escapefrom birdpredatiori (gulls
arid mergansers) which mayaiso enhance the survival of eärly released srl1olts.

!celand has Iimited stocking of sea trout.. the releases are' chiefly fed f,y above
impassable waterlalls to, enhance. angling. Ranching experiments, in Oyrh61äos
South Iceland, have shown good growth rate of released fish.

4.5.4 Ireland

Over the past three years the possibilities for producing reared trout for stocking has
been explored and developed. The traditional method of obtaining ova is by stripping
wild parents arid rearing the fish to urifed fry or parr before release. The level of
stock collapse in the mid-western fisheries precluded this option and novel
techniques were developed to on-rear wild and first-generation reared broodstock. '

• The develoj:mlent of these techniques involved a detailed assessement of factors
. such as stock density, fecundity and fertility rate of individual ferTiales. Oisease

mönitoring and prevention were high priorities within the programme, as weil as
retention of the gerietic integrity of individual stocks. .

The ongrowing rearirig programme is unique and necessitates the rearing of adult
broodstock at sea and their transfer to freshwater caged for stripping as
broodstocks; the fish remain in freshwater from late September to the following late
January or early February.' OLle to the longevity of the sea traut an individual may
undergo five such transfers duririg its Iife span. The management of this programme.
rsquires an. in-depth knowledge of the reproductive biology' of the sea trout arid the
techniques to minimise stress during transfer.

The tiusbandrY of large numbers of sea trout and the transfer of these at the eyed
ova stage to sattelite hatcheries has also been undertaken by the Agency. Rearing
techniques from fry to summerling stage have been refined and work is continuing
on improving survival at the critical ova stage.

So far the programme has coritinued to do weil, but althougti a few groups of yourig
trout have been released, it remains to release 'arger groups of young fish and
assess the results. '

4.5.5 No.waY

Stocking of sea traut takes place in several Norwegian river systems. Most of the
fish are released as frY ,or fed. fry. Smolt stocking is carried out mainly as
compensation for lost freshwater habitat because of river regulations, arid as a
research activity. At preserit about 425,000 fry, 330,000 parr and 232,000 smolts are
released in NOrWegian rivers~ There are verY few evaluations of the stocking
programmes, but same interesting patterns have appeared. In release experiments
with Ülgged brown trout "smolts", it has become apparent that 'arge riumbers of the



fish became freshwater residents and do not migrate to sea (Jensen et al. 1993 and
personal obserVations at Ims). Of a number of 8211 1 yr and 14839 2 yr old smolts
from 11 stocks released at the mouth of the River Imsa, south-west Norway, it was
demonstrated that the recapture-rate and estimated yield were higher for 2 than for 1
yr old smolts, although recapture-rates varied batween years of release and stocks
(Jonsson et al. 1994). The recature-rate increased with mean individual weight at
time of release. Total estimated yield of trout released as 1 yr olds ranged from 2 to
20 kgs per 1000 trout released whereas for fish released as 2 yrs old, between 11
and 250 kgs per 1000 fish released. Releases of trout directly in Oslofjord gave even
higher recapture-rates and yields, but this fjord is nutrient rich and very productive
for the latitude.

4.5.6 Sweden

Seginning in the late 1940s, there was a rapid expansion of hydroelectric power
production in Sweden, and many of the country's sea trout and salmon rivers were
dammed. To compensate for the loss of production. caused by the hydrodams, •
methods for rearing smolts were developed, anc~ the first smolts were released
around 1950. Once it became clear that smolt releases were successful, fishery
authorities requested, and water courts decided that power companies had to
compensate for reductions in natural smolt recruitment through artificial smolt
production. It was decided that the different river stocks should be kept separate
from each other. For a given river, this was accomplished by only releasing smolts of
the stock native to that river and by using spawners returning to the river as
broodstock in the hatchery. At present, about 400 000 fry, 700 000 parr and 600 000
sea trout smolts are annually planted in Sweden. Most of them are released as
compensation for damage' in rivers, but a small proportion is also used for
enhancement purposes to improve angling. In some areas these releases of reared
fish have been the basis for a rather intense fishery. Especially in northern Gulf 6f
Bothnia, the Bothnian Bay area, such fishery has contributed to overexploitation of
natural sea trout stocks.

In each year 15000-25000 sea trout smolts are tagged externally (Carlin tags). •
Taggings in 1986-89 gave the following reported yields.

I.

Area

1. Bothnian Bay
2. Sothnian Sea
3. Main Basin
4. West coast

Weight (in kg) of recoveries
per 1000 released

92
169
349
54

& •

The yields differ greatly among areas. In tlie Bothnian Bay and on the west coast
about 50% of all recoveries are made during the release year, which partly explains
the low summed weight of all recoveries in these areas. The higher produetivity of
the environment in the Main Basin, compared with the Bothnian Sea, may explain
part of the differf?nce between these two parts of the Saltic. Another explanation is
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that many,taggings in the Main ,Sasin were made on the fast growing and widely
riiigrating River Mörrüm stock. These are not recovered at small sizes to the same
extent as short-distance migrating sea traut.

4.6 Pollution

Sea traut populations are adversely affected in same rivers and streams by pollution
from agricultural ... arid industrial sources.. The hnpact can be, chronic, causing
eutrophication and siltation of spawning gravels, whilst episodic events can, on
occations cause significant fish kills. In. some areas e.g. in .. 0stfold county in
souttieast Norway, Hansen (1989) observed that in nearly half of 23 small streams
examined, sea traut were extinct because of pollution from agricullural activitY and
other urban pollution.

Äcidificaiion of freshwater is a significant problem in several areas where sea traut
occur. The results of the acid water may be that the stock is completely wiped out, or
a reduction in freshwater productivity. The higher the concentration of labile
aluminium in the water, the more poisonous the water is to ancidromous salmonids. It
has been shown for Atlantic salmon that exposure of smolts to AI rich low pH water
reduces the ability of the fish to osmoregulate in salt water. Sea traut can. survive
worse acid coriditions than Atlantic salmon, and are therfore not affected to the same
degree. However, ,in several rivers, in south Norway t~e situation is critical. Of 31
rivers exarriined iri this area, 14 sea traut stocks are reduced because of
acidification, arid in !Wo rivers sea traut have bean completely wiped out (Sivertsen
1989). Severalliming programmes tiave been initiated.

In Cumbria, mid.Wales, U.K. arid south west Scotiand surface water acldification IS,a
major problem. In Wales 20% ,of the country is classified as acid vulnerable. These
mountainous areas coritain 28% of stream length considered to be significarit for
traut. The headwaters of many important sea trout fisheries lie in this vulnerable
area. Reduetions in fish abundance have been recorded in many of these
catchments, particul~uly in'those which are also afforested.

Acidification is a major problem in the southern part of Sweden, and several, sea
trout stocks are affeeted. L.arge Iiming programmes are in operation to counteraet the
problem. At least 79 (30.6 %) of the sea trout stre~ms and rivers in this sUrVey were
deemed acidified or had been Iimed. In the late70s arid early 80s, before large scale
mitigation started, many of the sea trout stocks ,were. threatened because of
acidificatiorl. Degerman et al. (1985) compared data on information 6n pH and
alkalinity for seven rivers on the west coast of Sweden. They found that iri the middle
and upper reaches of small rivers (catc~ment area <:1000 km2) the alkalinity and
abundance of salmonid parrs hcid decreased significantly tram 1955 to .1984. They
concluded thatthe abundance .of. the youngest aga groups of salmonids were
sig~ificantly higher at stations with an alkalinity above 0.25 mekv/l compared to
stations with a lower alk~lIinity. ,Degerman et al. (1990) who evaluated stock
development before and after mitigation found that derisities of parr increased
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significantly after liming. Several of the streams also showed generally higher levels
of sea traut, whereas trout decreased after Iiming of streams that also contained
salmon. In two of four reference streams with sea traut stocks, densities decreased
after acidic spring flows, but the stocks n3covered within one year.

4.7 Availabilily of prey

Many of the factors described above will also affect the abundance of prey items
available to sea traut. Very little information is available on the marine feeding
habits of sea traut. Recent work in Scotland (Wright et al. 1993) describes the
distribution arid availability of sandeeI, one of the principal prey items of the sea
trout at sea, in relation to the decline of sea traut stockson the west coast of
Scotland. This report concluded that:

1) sandeal was widely distributed through Scottish waters
2) the density of O-group sandeeis can fluctuate markedely between years and •

such changes are often unrelated to the size of the fished spawning stock.
3) the 1991 year class was very large both around the Scottish west coast and

the Northern Isles, suggesting that prey availabilityto salmonids should also
have been high. '

4) the west cciast sandeel fishery has never accounted for a high praportion of
O-graup mortality and O-graup sandeeIs only become accessible to the
fishery some time after salmonid smolt migration

Sea trout sampIes taken in the west coast of Ireland (Tully et al. 1990) showed that
sea traut were probably feeding on on the most abundant local source of food.
Dietary items included juvenile fish species, sandaels, sprat, elvers, crab larva,
shrim and prawn. As there was a wide range of food items it did not appear that low
availability of prey items could be a major factor irripacting on sea traut populations.

In the coastal fishery off East Anglia where sea trout are caught on their feeding
area, sampling by MAFF in 1992 and 1993 showed clear differences in the diet of
different size graups of fish. Smaller fish «35cm), consumed predominantly small
clupeids and sandeeis; only 20% were found with empty stomachs. Larger sea traut
were more Iikely to have empty stomachs (approximately 50%), but where food had
been eaten, the fish had consumed sandeeis almost exclusively. During the winter
months sprats become an important component of the diet when sandeeis are
unavailable.

Despite extensive experimental stocking of sea trout into a Danish estuary,
preliminary indications are' that there has been no reduction in the availability of prey
species in this area.
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5 Recommendations
I, '. ',:' " .. : .. " ", .. .. , ', ','''', _ .

This Study Grouphas identified lack of knowledge in a number of areas, and tne
following recommendations are given for further research arid mimageinent of
anadromous trout:

(1) Population ecology:

* Coritimjed and more detailed research on the dynamies between resident
and migratorY trout in different types of rivers.

* Detailed studies on sexual differencs, marine migrations, behaviour arid
resouree use of amidroITIOUS trout at sea in different geographie areas.

* lrivestigations on the winter habitat of sea trout from different types of
localities.

I, ,

* Performance of coordinated studies in. Europe on population status arid
effects of climatic variables on population dynamics arid survivial of sea trout

* Establishment of "index" rivers fm sea trout eovedng different types of
populations and areas. This will ~e long term studies to provide information
on population fluctuations (adults and smolts), population strueture arid Iife
histoly variation. Stock-recruitment relationships need to be developed.

* Investigations of egg deposition targets in various river types.

(2) sea liee infestation:

* Contiriued research on effects of sea Iice infestatioris;
a) what level of infestation can be sustained without slgnificantly affeciing

sea trout populations?
b) what is the relationsip between Iiee burdens in fish farms and the Iice

burdens on wild sea trout in the area?
c) investigate fish farming protocols which may reduce or eliminate äny

negative impacts on wild sea.trout.

(3) Harvesting:

* Development of harvesting models tor amidromous brown trout.

* The quality (and quantity) of sea treut catch date needs to be improved arid·
should be published on ari ännual oasis. These'data should inclLide:
marine/coastal eatch, in river rod end net eatch, fish riumber ärid weight, and
appropriate measures of fishing eftert.
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* Investigate the amount of sea treut in bycatches.

* Investigations of gear selectivity (species and size) of different harvesting
methods.

(4) Population enhancement:

* Development of a rearing and stocking pretocol.

* Development of habitat improvement strategies for juvenile trout.

* Investigation of requirements for fish passage facilities for sea trout.

(5) Rainbow trout:

* Perform a comprehensive review of the current status of rainbow trout in
natural waters and identify factors influencing reproduction in the wild.

(6) Further activity:
* Arrange a new ICES Study Group on sea trout in a few years time to

summarize new information.
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Appendix 2.
Sea lice infestations in Ireland

The highest infestations and variation in infestation are seen in proximity to fish farms (Figs. 2.1,
2.2, 2.3, Table 2.1. 2.2). At points further from fish farms the infestations and their variance
decrease progresively and the variation in the infestations are reduced.

The observed variance is large (Table 2.3). Thus. to test the hyhpothesis that infestation is a
function of proximity to fish farms the mean squre linear regression with the mean square
deviation from the regression was compared. In a traditional analysis the former would have
been compared to the total error term (within sites + deviation from the regressions). The test
used here is not only a more conservative approach, but will also take account of the extreme
variation aroud the regression line for some distance values shown in the data. The regression
line (Figure 2.2 and 2.3) is significant (p<O.01) and hence there is a decline in total lice
infestation as distance from fish farms increases.
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Figure 2.1. Lice infestations on individual sea trout.
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Figure 2.3. Chalimus infestations on individual sea trout.
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A similar analysis using the intensity of chalimus infestation was also carried out (Figures 2.3 and
2.4 and Table 2.4). Once again the regression term is significant and there is a significant
decline in the chalimus infestation as distance from fish farms increases.

Figure 2.5 shows the log-log plot of chalimus abundance and distance from farm. Table 2.5 is a
summary of the associated regression analysis. The following should be noted:

1 To preserve zero abundances the log of (abundance + I) is used
2 Because there is considerable heterogeneity of variance, inverse variance weighting has

been employed, Le. the variation associated with the raw data used in the previous analysis
is applied in this analysis to reduce the effects of heterogeneity. Therefore, sites displaying
high variation in infestation are weighted less than sites with low variation.

•
A significant decline in chalimus abundance with increasing distance fram fish farms is evident
(p<O.01).
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Figure 2.4. Chalimus infestations on individual sea trout (log transformed va!ues).
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Table 2.1. Liee infestation detail and abundanee statisties for sites with greater than 3 valid fish

REF DIST TF TV % VAL Tl TC Toll TotC Prl(%) PrC(%) Abl SE AbC SE

3 Ballinahinch 9 8 6 75.0 5 5 183 91 83.3 83.3 30.5 10.0 15.2 7.2
6 Bride 180 23 22 95.7 1 1 2 2 4.5 4.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
8 Bunree 80 21 4 19.0 1 0 1 0 2.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0

14 Costello 17 27 21 n.8 19 19 905 523 90.5 90.5 43.1 6.6 24.9 4.9
15 Crana 6 35 24 68.6 17 16 835 749 70.8 66.7 34.8 10.2 31.2 9.5
17 Dargle 210 20 12 60.0 10 4 235 14 83.3 33.3 19.6 4.3 1.2 0.6
18 Dawros 5 37 26 70.3 24 23 710 570 92.3 88.5 27.3 5.4 21.9 4.3

.19 Delphi 9 19 8 42.1 _ 6 5 161 116 75.0 62.5 20.1 7.8 14.5 5.1
20 Drumeliffe 80 34 11 32.4 11 8 357 63 100.0 72.7 32.5 4.7 5.7 1.7
21 Eany 3 39 37 94.9 18 16 207 175 48.6 43.2 5.6 2.4 4.7 2.2
23 Eske 18 28 24 85.7 16 16 626 536 66.7 66.7 26.1 9.8 22.3 9.0
26 Glenamoy 40 5 4 8.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
28 Gowla 3 45 39 86.7 38 38 2409 1655 97.4 97.4 61.8 4.5 42.4 4.6
29 Inny 12 137 39 28.5 33 31 1016 777 84.6 79.5 26.1 4.4 19.9 4.1
30 Invermore 9 39 36 . 92.3 36 34 1726 1147 100.0 94.4 47.9 4.9' 31.9 3.7
35 Leannan 18 31 18 58.1 12 12 285 269 66.7 667 15.8 5.3 14.9 4.9
38 Nanny 160 13 10 76.9 8 7 131 13 80.0 70.0 13.1 5.0 1.3 0.4
40 Oily 5 16 16 100.0 13 13 964 845 81.3 81.3 60.3 15.2 52.8 13.9
41 Owenea 60 15 12 80.0 3 2 107 80 25.0 16.7 8.9 8.4 6.7 6.2
42 Owengarve 20 15 4 26.7 3 3 166 110 75.0 75.0 41.5 14.2 27.5 11.9
44 Owenshaugh 3 9 9 100.0 9 9 721 691 100.0 100.0 80.1 15.3 76.8 14.8
46 Palmerstown 80 6 6 100.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
47 Roughty 23 52 47 90.4 42 41 1863 1553 89.4 87.2 39.6 7.5 33.0 6.6
48 Sneem 6 13 12 92.3 12 11 643 537 100.0 91.7 53.6 16.5 44.8 15.7
49 Spiddal 27 7 7 100.0 4 3 191 37 57.1 42.9 27.3 12.1 5.3 4.6
50 Stragar 5 11 10 90.9 5 5 291 242 50.0 50.0 29.1 11.1 24.2 10.0
53 Waterville 12 37 11 29.7 11 9 758 346 100.0 81.8 68.9 13.4 31.5 6.4

~n=27
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Table 2.2. Lice infestation details and intensity statistics for sites with greater than 3 infected fish.
REF OIST TF TV % VAL TL TC Tot L TotC Unt SE Clnt CE CIV SE

3 Ballinahinch 9 8 6 75.0 5 5 183 91 36.6 9.7 18.2 8.0 18.2 8.0
14 Costello 17 27 21 n.8 19 19 905 523 47.6 6.4 27.5 5.1 27.5 5.1
15 Crana 6 35 24 68.6 17 16 835 749 49.1 12.9 46.8 12.1 44.1 12.6'
17 Dargle 210 20 12 60.0 10 4 235 14 23.5 4.1 3.5 0.7 1.4 1.3
18 Dawros 5 37 26 70.3 24 23 710 570 29.6 5.6 24.8 4.5 23.8 4.6
19 Delphi " 9 19 8 42.1 6 5 161 116 26.8 8.8 23.2 5.4 19.3 4.6
20 Drumcliffe 80 34 11 32.4 11 8 357 63 32.5 4.7 7.9 1.7 5.7 1.7
21 Eany 3 39 37 94.9 18 16 207 175 11.5 4.5 10.9 4.3 9.7 4.7
23 Eske 18 28 24 85.7 16 16 626 536 39.1 13.6 33.5 12.8 33.5 12.8
28 Gowla 3 45 39 86.7 38 38 2409 1655 63.4 4.3 43.6 4.5 43.6 4.5
29 Inny 12 137 39 28.5 33 31 1016 777 30.8 4.7 25.1 4.5 23.5 4.7
30 Invermore 9 39 36 92.3 36 34 1726 1147 47.9 4.9 33.7 3.7 31.9 3.7
35 Leannan 18 31 18 58.1 12 12 285 269 23.8 7.0 22.4 6.3 22.4 6.3
38 Nanny 160 13 10 76.9 8 7 131 13 16.4 5.7 1.9 0.5 1.6 0.5
40 Oily 5 16 16 100.0 13 13 964 845 74.2 16.4 65.0 15.2 65.0 15.2
44 Owenshaugh 3 9 9 100.0 9 9 721 691 80.1 15.3 76.8 14.8 76.8 14.8
47 Roughty 23 52 47 90.4 42 41 1863 1553 44.4 8.1 37.9 7.3 37.0 7.3
48 Sneem 6 13 12 92.3 12 11 643 537 53.6 16.5 48.8 15.7 44.8 16.6
49" Spiddal 27 7 7 100.0 4 3 191 37 47.8 13.8 12.3 7.9 9.3 10.3
50 Stragar 5 11 10 90.9 5 5 291 242 58.2 11.4 48.4 12.4 48.4 12.4
53 Waterville 12 37 11 29.7 11 9 758 346 68.9 13.4 38.4 6.4 31.5 5.4

~n=21

DIST Dista1ce to Ihe neEl'est fam (km)
TF Total number a flSh sampled
TV Total number a "vciId" flSh, I.e. flSh withln the length Md sampling data speciflCalions
% VAL Valid fish as a percenta;Je a Ihe total
TL Total number a rlC9 inlected valid flSh
TC Total number achaimus infected valid fish
TotL Total number a lice rElCCMll'ed Irom valid sampIe
TotC Total number achaimus rElCCMll'ed Irom varld sampIe
PrL(%) Prevemee (All stages) - TL I TV
PrC(%). Prevemee (Chalimus only) • TC I TV
Llnt· Mea1lntensity (An SfaJeS) - Tot L I TL
Clnt Mea1lntnsity (Chalimus only) oe Tot CI TC
CIV A'Ma1J9 number cf chalimus per inlected flSh - Tot C I TL
AbL Abundance (An stages) • Tot LI TV
ABC Abundance iChalimus onlv) .. Tot C I TV
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Table 2.3. Completed anova table with regression for Log(Totallice +1 ) v's Log(distance to
the nearest fish farm).

Source of variation SS df MS F P •

Among Sites 612.14 32 19.13 10.44 <0.001
Linear regression 118.71 1 118.71 7.46 0.01
Deviation from regression 493.42 31 15.92 8.69 <0.001
Within sites 826.27 451 1.83·

Total 1438.41

Table 2.4. Completed anova table with regression for Log(Total Chalimus +1 ) v's
Log(distance to the nearest fish farm)

Source of variation SS df MS F P

Among Sites 544.22 32 17.01 9.60 <0.001
Linear regression 207.33 1 207.33 19.07 <0.001
Deviation from regression 336.89 31 10.87 6.14 <0.001
Within sites 789.75 451 1.77

Total 1333.97

Table 2.5. Regression of 10g(Chalimus abundance + 1) and log distance to the nearest farm.

Source of variation SS df MS F P

Regression 44.58 1 44.58 94.03 .000000
Residuals 12.80 27 0.47 •Total 57.38

Ln(Chalimus abundance +1) = -0.83 Log(distance) + 4.91 R2 = 0.78

•
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Figura 2.5. Chalimus abundance (log transformed values).
Ln«Average mimber of Chalimus per valid fish) +1)

Table 2.6 contains the results of a Shapiro-Wilks test of the normality cf the error terms dedved
from the previous regression. From this analysis, there is evidence to. suggest that this
assumption has been violated. This is due to the inclusion of a shigle point which was identified
as being atypical of_tha data, having a very high standardised residual. and a large Cooks
distance (>30 times the mdian, and >10 times the mixt largest value for the Roughty sampie,
Table 2.7). While. accepting that there is no biological evidence to deern this point an ouinar, it is
the presence of this single data point which has given rise to the apparent lack of normality
observed in the error terms. This is shown by removing this point and repeating the analysis.
Table 2.8 shows the results of a Shapiro-Wilks test carried out on the residuals. There is no
longer any reason to suspeet that the error terms are not normally distributed, and it is concluded
that there is insUfflcient grounds to negate the original regression analysis.

The same approach is adopted for the analysis of Iice intensity parameters. Figure 2.6 shows the
log-log plot of chalimus intensity from farm. In. this case the hypcthesis that chalimus intensity
declines at increased distance from fish farms is examined. Table 2.9 is a summary of the.
associated regression analysis. . .

On the basis oftha very significant regression (p<0.01) itwas concludedthat there is a
significant decline in chalimus interisity with increasing distance from fisti farms.
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Table 2.6. Testing the normality of the 10g(Chalimus abundance + 1}and log distance to the
nearest farm.

Shapira-Wilks
K-S (Lilliefors)

Statistic

0.8844
0.1397

df

29
29

p

<0.01
0.1553

•

Table 2.7. Identification of outliers.
Residual analysis of regression of the 10g(Chalimus abundance + 1} and log(distance to the
nearest farm}. The lable includes residuals for the regression with and without Eany, and
includes values for the two most extreme cases Eany and Roughty.

Standard Residuals
With Eany Without Eany

Cooks Distance
With Eany Without Eany

Site

Eany
Roughty
Inny

For all sites
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Median

-3.34
1.77

-3.34
4.77
0.00

.0.20

2.19

-1.30
2.19
0.00
0.15

0.68
0.06

0.00
0.68
0.04
0.02

0.09
0.13

0.00
0.13
0.04
0.03

•

Table 2.8. Testing the normality of the residuals obtained fram the regression of the
10g(Chalimus abundance + 1} on log(distance to the nearest farm}, without Eany.

I: .

Shapira-Wilks
Statistic

0.9536
df
26

P
0.3573

Table 2.9. Regression of 10g(Chalimus intensity + 1} and log distance to the nearest farm.

Source of variation SS df MS F P

Regression 11.82 1 11.82 37.2 0.000007
Residuals 6.04 19 0.32 •

Total 17.86
Ln(Chalimus abundance +1) = -0.63 Log(distance) + 4.69 R2 = 0.66
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Numbersof tanned salmon and ovigerous lice production in reiation 10 zoned distance
trom r.sh tanns

...

The total number of farmed salmon within 5 km bands, up to 75 km from a sea traut riverWas
calciJlated. The relationships between infestation paramters for L salmonis infestirig saa trout
arid the number of farmed salmon in 5 krri distance zones from the sea trout river were lower
than those found by using simple linear distance(Table 2.10). The best correlations are found by
incorporatirig all salmon within 20 km and 25 km zones of the nearest river. Inelusion of salmon
'at greater distance reduCesthe regression statistics, suggestirig that lice irifesting farmed salmon
at distances greater than 25 km from a sea trout river do not transmit lice to those S88 trout.

Ultimately, if cross-transmission of lice between wild and farmed fish occurs it is the numher of
larvae produeed by the lice on farrned fish Which is important. The best available indicator of this
is the mimber of ovigerous female lice on a farm at a particular sampling date. This information is
available from ttie fish farm monitoring programme, and has been inccirporated into this analysis
by multiplying the mean numoer of ovigerous Iiee per farrned fish during April and May 1993 by
the total number of fish, to give. an estimate of the size cf the ovigerous lies population.at that
time. The cumulative number of ovigerous Iice within successive 5 km zones to sea traut rivers is
then related to. the sea lice. infestatiori paramters (Table 2.11). The most signiflcant regressions
areagain apparent by ineludingfarmed liee only lJP tci .20-25 km. Indusion of liceof farm origin
situated beyond this range leads to progressive reduetion in the significance 6f the regressions.
Although the inccirporation of irifestaticin, levels on farms was carried out inan attempt to eXplain
more of the observed variation in irifestation levels betWeen sea traut sites, this has not been
noted.
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Table 2.10. ANOVA statistics relating the number of chalimus of L. salmonis infesting sea
traut smolts to the total number of farmed salmon within accumulating 5 km distance bands.
The highest variance is expalined by incorporating only those salmon within 20 km of the
rivers where sea trout were sampled.

Distance (km) R2 F P

<5 23.8 5.93 0.025
<10 37.2 11.30 0.006
<15 28.6 7.22 0.025
<20** 53.5** 20.70** 0.000**
<25 30.1 7.75 0.012
<30 21.1 4.81 0.041 .
<35 16.1 3.46 0.079
<40 12.0 2.46 0.134
<45 8.9 1.76 0.200
<50 11.6 2.35 0.140
<55 2.7 0.45 0.490
<60 4.5 0.85 0.370

Table 2.11. ANOVA statistics relating the total number of L. salmonis infesting sea traut smolts to
the total number of ovigerous L. salmonis infesting farmed salmon within accumulating 5 km
distance bands. The highest variance is expalined by incorporating only those salmon within 25
km of the rivers where sea traut were sampled.

>

Distance (km) R2 F P

<5 4.7 0.90 0.340
<10 8.7 1.80 0.190
<15 9.5 1.80 0.186
<20 19.2 4.28 0.053
<25** 35.0** 9.69** 0.006**
<30 23.6 5.37 0.029
<35 23.7 5.58 0.029
<40 23.1 5.39 0.032
<45 21.0 4.77 0.042
<50 20.1 4.52 0.048
<55 20.9 4.75 0.043
<60 20.7 4.71 0.044

..
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Consideration of differences in population strücture (% at .eaCh Iife history stage) betWeen
locations and ovar time indicated variation in the intensity and timing of transmission of infeCtive
larvae to fish. Sea traut sarnples infested with high numbers of young infective stages indicate
recent high rates of transmission, whereas infestations c6nsisting predominantly of preadults arid
adults indicates that reCent transmission rates were not high. Figure. 2.7 examines the
percentage composition of each Iife history stage in relation to distance to the nearest farm. All
dataes are combined. Site categories in relation to distance to the nearest farm are also
expressed differently. All sites less than 30 km from fish farms are grouped andcompared with
those sites greater than 20 km, greater than 30 km, greater than 60 km and greater than 100 km
from the nearest farm. The population structure expressed in this way at sites greater tharl 100
krn is almost the mirror image of sites less than 20 km from the nearest farm. Fish at sites c10sest
to .farms .areinfested. primarily by chalimuswhile.fish at great distances are infested mainly, bä
adults. Recent infestation is apparent therefore a1 sites close t6 farms \\!hila it is not so at sites
di~tant from farms. BysUCcesively exCluding sit~s witliin 20,30 and 60 km from. the nearest farm,
the population strueture at sites less t~an 20 km away is seem to gradually marge intö the form
present at sites more than 100 km distant.
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Figure 2.7. Population structure (%) of L salmonis infesting seä trout smolts at various distances
from the nearest salmon farm betWeen May 1 and June 15.
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